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ABSTRACT  

 

The role of women in diplomatic negotiations in Ecuador pretends to demonstrate the 

abilities that the female gender possesses within this position. Therefore, this graduation 

paper analyzes the inclusion of the feminine figure into society and how they began to 

involve in different aspects, even in political office, despite it was being characterized 

merely for men. 

 

Besides, it shows the Ecuadorian participation in the global scenario where the country 

stands for the innovative project it presents as well for the objectives it pursues 

regarding international relations. Thus, the government representatives, who include 

women, know how to develop in the diplomatic arena. However, this job requires strong 

sacrifices, so the people interested in this area have to set priorities according to the 

goals and interest they have, especially women who find it difficult because of their 

relation with a home life, where they play the important role of being mothers. 

 

The techniques presented in this document must be used to achieve the goals established 

for women involved in diplomatic negotiations. These are required to be combined with 

the accurate position adopted in order to become a negotiator capable to develop this 

role. In addition, it describes diplomacy as the best tool to conduct international 

negotiations because it is considered an art and when it is correctly used it can produce 

the best results in global interaction, which is increasing because of the globalization.  
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INTRODUCTION  

  

The purpose of this graduation work is to determine the role played by women in the 

diplomatic relations in Ecuador. Over time the female gender has suffered from abuse 

and discrimination worldwide. However, nowadays women’s integration into society 

has been positive and they work in different areas of workplace. Besides, in Ecuador we 

have excellent representatives in different scenarios, and the diplomatic arena is not an 

exception.  

 

Therefore, this paper aims to demonstrate that even though the world was developed in 

a patriarchal system, women are gaining more prominence.This is a breakthrough, 

especially for Ecuador, because it is a country where there is gender equality and it 

ensures protection for human beings, as such it is a synonym for progress and growth. 

Therefore, the female figure is seen from a new perspective, whichis based onrespect 

and admiration, not onlywithin the countrybut also internationally. 

 

In this sense, international relations gain more importance nowadays. For this reason, 

diplomacy hasbecomean essential toolthat enablesproper performance ofthe relations 

between States. So, it is necessary to know howtoconductrelationsand especiallythe role 

thatwomen play inthis field. That is why, the next four chapters present a female figure 

in itsdiplomatic engagementin Ecuadorand the proper waynegotiationsshould be 

conductedin this area. 
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CHAPTER I  

PARTICIPATIONOF WOMENIN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY  
 

1. Introduction 
 

With the advancesand changesexperienced by theworld, humans have beenattached 

andmade great efforts tosurvive.Thus, inthe case ofwomen, thesechanges result ina series of 

strugglesoftenaccompanied by achievementthat allow themto become increasingly 

integratedinto society.Manyquestionedthe roleof women inthe future; however, ithas 

arrivedand the female figureis an active memberof societyplayingdifferent roles (Barbieri 

9).  

 

The aimisto achievegender equality, where both sexesenjoy equalrightsand 

duties.However,for many,a womanseeksa different reality,since, regarding methodological 

and physical characteristics, they cannot beconsideredsimilar to men. Society isgoverned 

byestablished standards where people seethefemale figure asthe wife, homemaker and 

mother, while the maleas theparent andworker.Thisshows that it isa patriarchal 

structure.Becauseof this form oforganization, it isdifficult to understandthe role ofwomenin 

society, who for a long time had tostay only at home.Thus, one cannotice thegreatinequality 

betweengenders, giving the manthe title of "head of household”.As such, heis responsible 

forbringingthe moneyfor all expenseswhile thewife doesthe houseworkas a wayto give 

backto her husband (Barbieri 10, 13, 14, 22). 

 

Thus, discrimination against women is evident. First, there are stereotypes that usually 

underestimate and undervalue her with respect to man. That is why, violence against the 

female genderis very often and for some people consider as normal. The type of aggression 

can be physical, psychological, verbal, sexual, economic, and leads to a relegation of 

gender in this society. The consequences of this fact generates a big problem because it 

prevents the development of women, since they are girls until they become adults, which 

does not only affect them but the whole environment. A person related with an abused 
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woman gets all this discomfort and grows in a dense environment, so this can generate the 

destruction of families and friends, creating a company undervalued and unable to develop 

(Annan). 

 

Besides, cases of female violenceare increasingworldwide. According to theofficial website 

ofthe United Nations, UN, there isa large number ofbattered women.Ingeneral an averageof 

every threewomen, at leastone isabused by her partner. In 2006, the World 

HealthOrganization, WHO, conducted a study in 11 countrieswhere the percentage 

ofvictimsof sexual violence byan intimate partnerin Japan andSerbiaandMontenegrowas 

6%, while in Ethiopia it was59%.Also, casesof psychological abuserange from 10% in 

Chile and 51% in Egypt. These are only examples insome countries, however, it is a fact 

thatthe injuriestothe female figurehappeneverywhere.(Annan).  

 

1.1 Role of women in the private and public field 

 

1.1.1 Women in the private field 

 

Formerlythe daily life ofa womanwas referredalmost exclusivelytodomestic tasks, due to 

custom there are regulations established, especially for the female gender,they need to 

beeducatedasladies,which meansto be goodhousewives.Menalsoare trainedin a specific 

way. This is the realitythatpersists today, that is why, next the details of women lives in 

theprivate sphere are presented. 

 

1.1.2 Women and housework 

 

Women havebeen sociallydesignatedto performhousehold chores, either by cultureor 

tradition.Thus, one can say that the workdone by womenwithin the householdisinvisible 

becauseall the activities they make require effort, however, they are not recognized 

orvalued.Manytake it asif thesechoreswerean obligation of thewife, buttheseresponsibilities 

should beappreciated and respectedlike any other job. In addition,the work they do inside 

the houseisall day, withnofixed schedule, the 7 days of the week, which should be takeninto 
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account.Therefore, theinvisibilityof womenmay be associatedwith inequality, as it gives 

thefemalean inferior status(Barros23). 

 

For this reason, it is customary to have a stereotypical image of the female figure, which is 

not positive. Women are underestimated in the work they do by designating tasks unique to 

their gender. Therefore, there is discrimination by paying a lower salary and not having a 

good working environment, which affects them greatly to their welfare. Also, people do not 

take into account the skills and preparation they have, but they get carried away by the 

perceived macho society. In the case where women are engaged exclusively in domestic 

work, people should appreciate the effort that they develop. Even this situation has 

declined, woman is still in charge of the home. Today, this idea seems retrograde, as female 

participation in the workforce has become common and even necessary in some cases 

(International Labour Office 15). 

 

It is important to note that at present, many of the tasks of a housewife have become big 

business. That is, the care of children, cleaning houses or clothes, preparing food, etc., are 

no longer in charge of women, but for companies who have seen the liberation of the 

female gender as a great opportunity to make money. This helps woman to avoid having to 

perform these tasks only on its own, and allowing them to access to paid work because they 

find it less difficult to keep track of home and have more time for them (Barbieri54). 

 

1.1.3 Malesand housework 

 

Since an early age, both men and women, created a gender barrier to designate different 

tasks to boys and girls. This goesagainst the changesofgender equityand equalityof 

conditions thatneeds to be achieved. Thus, there are distinctionstosituationsthat are 

seeminglyinsignificantbutcan representa way of life. Clear examples ofthese eventsoccur 

ineveryday lifesuch as whengoing to givea present toa girlalwaysgive hera doll, and for a 

boy it can be acar, butnotthe reverse.As forthe color mappingfor womenis pinkand for 

menis blue.This createsa division createdby adults, whichchildren absorb, and it occurs 
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invarious formswhere womanalways has alower status, household choresare notan 

exception (Barros 100). 

 

All thishappens because ofthe stereotypes created bya patriarchal society.Among humans, 

the ideaof sexes differentiation, has been entrenchedwhichpromotesresistancebymen to 

performwork which is generallydesignatedfor the female gender. Similarly, it is astonishing 

that a womanobtainsa position thatused to bedelegatedfor men, not only because there 

isdoubt about whetherthey canperform themcorrectlybut also becauseit is admirable 

thatthey have obtainedthat opportunity (International Labour Office 18).Thus,the tasks 

assignedto manarethe head of household. Besides the money the husband bringshome, he 

has other responsibilitiessuch as the driver of the house, paying bills, make deposits, or 

anybureaucraticdiligence (Barbieri59-61). 

 

However,the idealwould be to reachequalityinside home.Itrequiresa divisionof 

houseworkso it can besharedand equalfor both sexes.You mustacknowledge the workdone 

by womenand encouragemento work together, so everyone shouldbe in charge ofa task 

withwhichthe responsibilitieswill become easier and fairer.In addition, women may have 

more timefor her andhave the opportunity tofind a paid job, since many household 

choresare an impediment for them to perform otheractivities (Barbieri59-61). 

 

1.2 Womenin the public sphere 

 

Ifhumans arebiologicallydifferent, they are not in thesocialaspect. Women also 

haveaspirations, goals and desire to succeed, which does not referto marriagebut to areal 

occupation or career(Barbieri26). Fortunately, the imageof the female figureas a 

housewifeonlygets weaker, as they havegenerated newinterests as anacademic preparation, 

getting a degree,andbecome increasingly integratedinto the modern worlddespitethe 

difficultiesthat may appear tomeet theirobjectives(International LabourOffice38-41). 

 

Gradually, womengained morefreedom, especially in the periodof war.Male tasks had to be 

replaced by women because these were essential and could not be suspended by the 
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absence of men. As such, womanbecomes importantandusefulin 

theworkplace,unfortunatelytheynot grantedthe same rights andprivilegesas men; despite 

havingthe same capabilities, they were not preparedfor it, for which 

greatlyinfluencededucationof the time. That is how the female figure began to change its 

mentality and consider new objectives that were motivation to overcome (Coca). 

 

1.3 Women at work 

 

Thelabor issueis an areaof society thathasundergone a major transformation, due to 

themassive entryof womeninto paid work, especially informatization, networking and 

globalizationof the economy. Also,thelabor market, by the influenceof society, is 

segmentedbygender, which designatesspecific jobsfor womencausing them toincrease 

productivityandprofits. For example, in the UnitedStates, the majority of jobsforthe female 

genderarerelated to social services(Castells 182). 

 

Thisisa great advantage, since manyyears ago, there was not the opportunity to have a 

gainfully job for women.This hasbeen changingslowly,but there are stillcaseswhere it 

ispreferred to hireonly men, andon more favorable terms, toyoung, unmarried 

women(Barbieri19). Thus,itseemsclear that ifthere is a balanceingender equality, the 

balanceis tiltedalongsidemen. 

 

Althoughthere aretasksdesignedfor women,there are others thatcan be occupiedby both 

genders. It is inthese caseswhen it can be evidenceddiscriminationagainst womenbecause 

despiteperformingthe same tasks asmen, thewagesare lower forfeminine gender, 

whichoccurs in manyjobsregardless of theiroccupational structure. It will be ideal to 

achieve an equal status for both genders and have the same rights in the workplace. Several 

years ago, women worked hard in factories doing the same tasks as men, which showed 

that there was no biological impediment for them to undertake these masculine activities 

(Castells 189.194). 

However, there are justifications such as values, norms, laws, customs, and prejudicesused 

for both genders which restrictfemale participation inthe workplace. The rolethat the 
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worldhas assignedto the female genderisa lifededicated to her family, where she is 

responsible formeeting the basic needsofthe family.This ideahasbeenincorporated into 

thethinkingof not onlymenbut also women, who have acceptedthis way of lifeand 

arepleasedwith that.However,the performanceof women insome casesdepends on thesocial 

statusto which they belong, the education they havereceived, amongother 

factors(Barbieri26). 

 

For women, there are many characteristics which are considered and influence to get a job, 

such as age, marital status, number of children, among others. For this reason, single 

women have more opportunities because they are exempt from certain responsibilities that 

could interfere with their performance at work. Formenthe situation is different, since they 

havegreater participationregardless of the situationorcondition in whichthey are 

involved(Barbieri19-20). 

 

Currently, there have been somechangesinfavor of womenin the workplace. Thosejobsthat 

requiredmore preparationand ahigher educationlevelare beingheld by women.As mentioned 

above, they not always receive a fair wage, but having a female figure in this field is a step 

forward in society. In the new millennium, the information economy requires the presence 

of labor and skilled human talent to process information, where a woman's profile fits 

perfectly for it, especially for its ability to interact with people.However, an important 

reasonabout theincreaseoffemale gender inpaid workis its flexibilityandwillingness to work; 

either flexible schedulinginput oroutputof work,the duration oftheir journeyoractivities to 

perform, they are preparedto fit thenew economy(Castells 195).  

 

Although women have a paid occupation, it is complementary to the housewife job. This 

occurs in most cases, although there are exceptions where husbands contribute with the 

work inside home. However, women are organized so that they can perform this daily task; 

that is why, for their dedication and flexibility they are recognized in the information 

economy where they have achieved success. Men do not behave the same way because they 

have their formal jobs, so they contribute little or nothing with house chores, which shows 

that patriarchy still persist (Castells 199). 
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At the beginning, the money that the wife brought home was a big help, but today it is 

indispensable and gives her the ability to achieve an active participation in the decision 

making and administration. There is also a negative point in this regard. The salaryof men 

insome caseshas been reducedbythe large increaseoffemaleemployment.As a result, this 

hascaused apatriarchalrepressionto continue to maintaintheir power. Generally, the situation 

was that the patriarch brought the money to support his family, while the woman was 

engaged in household chores as a way of giving back to the husband. Asboth arenowin the 

same position, they haveequal status and occasioned a significantlyweakening in 

thetraditionalmale position(Castells 199). 

 

Thenew image women have acquiredbyobtaining paid work, create a question:whywomen 

shouldremain in chargeof domestic workiftheyhavea jobjustlike theirhusbands? It is very 

difficult to answer this question because in spite of the changes in society still persists a 

feminine image in which she is engaged to household chores and to her job in case of 

having it. Withlittle or nohelp theyreceive fromtheir husbands, women areinjuredand 

evenabusedinthe patriarchal world. However, the spreadof feminist ideashasenabled 

womento reflect on theirsituationbecause beingin their jobsallows themto meet other 

women, share ideasand thoughts(Castells 199). 

 

The releaseis to"conscious" every womanthatwhatshe feltin herpersonal 

experienceisa condition shared byall women, allowing the politicizationof that 

experience. By acceptingthe specificity oftheir bodies, women are trappedin 

biology, but, onthe contrary, they escape from men whohave ignored theirtrue 

nature(Castells 223). 

 

Just like men, women are also groupedinassociationsthat defend their interests. 

Thisisintended tomake more profitsand better conditionsin theirjobs. This brings the 

development of child care, maternity leave, among other essential benefits for female 

workers. Thus, the resultsofthese improvementsare reflectedin the good performanceoftheir 

work becausetheydid not have toworry abouttheir personal responsibilities. Theseare very 
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positivedevelopments which help more womenjoin thepaid work. The opportunity of 

having a job is no longer for men and single women only,itisnowmore feasiblefor 

thosewhoaremarriedand mothers, who often havelimitedoptions(Barbieri168). 

 

1.4 Equal opportunities 

 

Men andwomen are not equalin all respects because biologically both have different 

characteristics. Thisis thereason whytheycannotgrantequality inall aspects. However, these 

differences were too strong when considering the rights and obligations for women 

becoming in most cases in discrimination and abuse. As such, guidanceis neededfor 

both,boys and girls,tobe educatedfrom childhood,and avoiddamageand ideasthat 

generategender differences. By contrast, they will developedin an environment of 

equitydespite of thebiological differences. In this way, therewill bea morefair and balanced 

situation for everybody, without implyingthat women haveto rejecttheir biological 

roleofmotherhood(International LabourOffice3-4,35). 

 

At present, workis a mustfor women, so sheshouldbeready for it. It isa reality 

thatmostwomen work, so theycontribute a lotwith theireffort, and at the sametime they 

becomeindependentand manage theirown money(Barbieri87-88). However,this does not 

meanthatthere isgender parity, since not all jobscanbedeveloped by female gender because 

the prejudices that exist in society oftencome from peopleof the same gender. This 

createsmany limitationsfor them, whoare driven bywhatremainsin society anddo not think 

aboutpossibilitiesfor change(International LabourOffice3). 

 

With regardto education, many housewivesregrethavingwastedthe opportunityto pursue 

higher education. In mostcases, women have only finished high school andfew of 

themmanage tohave a college degreeorfourth level. Yearsago it was believedthat 

studieswere not necessaryas thenext stepafterfinishing high school, it was to get marriedand 

having a housewife life servingher husbandand children. Fortunately, young women have 

realizedtheimportance ofintellectual preparationfortheir lives. That is why, having acollege 
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degreeis a great advantage,and it isa way to ensure women are able toperformand succeedin 

the future (Barbieri100,104). 

 

However,many believethat equalityrefers only toemploymentbut it is not all. A righteous 

life for women implies equity in all aspects of society in order to achieve the same 

opportunities regardless of gender. Therefore, it is necessary to give women a fair wage, the 

right to prepare and educate in whatever they want. Thus,the struggleisto restructurethe 

imageof the female figurein societyfor areal change. These demandsarenecessary for the 

welfareof the female gender, though some mightsay that it isan actof rebellion(Barbieri2-3). 

However,it must be rememberedthat althougha changeis happening in theXXIcentury, the 

effectsare not immediate(International LabourOffice10). 

 

It is important to name Matilde Hidalgo de Prócel, who is an example for all women after 

she achieved big achievements for female gender where the most remarkable was in 1924 

when she became the first Latin American women who vote in elections. In addition, 

hisinterest in medicinemade her thefirst woman in Ecuador toobtain a medicine degree; 

despite all the challenges she had to face to reach her goals. At first she was rejected when 

she tries to enroll in Machala, but she approached her right to vote which made of herone of 

themost remarkablewomenof Ecuadorand the entire world (the Illustrious 

MunicipalityPortalLoja). 

 

1.5 Patriarchy  

 

Since the appearanceofhumanbeings, societies have maintained apatriarchalform of 

organization. This structureconsists of "authority, imposed fromthe institutionsof 

menonwomenand children inthehousehold"(Castells 159).Thus, patriarchy is evident 

inmany areas, such aspolitics, consumption, production, among others. This 

leadstodevaluationnot only against women butalso arelegationthat over timehas 

strengthenedthe gender divisionworldwide.However,the women's movements with their 

daily struggles are gettinga positive changeto the greatchallenge ofthe patriarchal 

system(Barros 19).  
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It is inthe new millennium, wherepatriarchyhas weakenedsharply. Thisis dueto 

globalization because technological advanceshave transformed the livesof 

womenoriginating interestin thembybecomingan active partof society.In addition, the 

female figure begins toacquirea new since they become partof the worldpaid, whichallows 

them to takedecisionsnot onlywithin home, as such women represent a threat against 

patriarchy (Castells 160 ). 

 

The changes thathave occurred inthe world make difficult the existence ofa nuclear family, 

whose head isthe patriarch. There are many casesofdivorce, single mothers, or womenwho 

adoptchildrenwithout a father figure, since itis losinglegitimacy. The situationis 

furtheraffected by the emergenceof women's movementsandorganizations 

formedtosupportbecause their actionshave made greatbenefitsfor the female gender. Inthe 

new generations, the ideasabout patriarchyfade quickly, where women havemore 

autonomyandarebigpart of the change(Castells 161). 

 

However, not everyone believes patriarchy can be weakened. On one hand, the plightfor the 

female genderin societyseemsirreversible.Women themselveshave developeda 

perceptionabout themselvesin which onlydisplayedas housewives, either out of fear 

orhabitbut notall accepta change. They thinkthat women whoare actively involvedin public 

lifeor politicsare occupyingpositionsthat are not theirsandwho neglecttheir dutiesat home. 

Some believe they put aside theirobligations to theirchildren, husbands andhome 

careforother tasksthat have always beendesignatedfor males(Barbieri42). 

 

On the other hand, some argue thatinthe last 30years the lifeof womenhas hada profound 

transformation. Theyhave realizedall values they have as persons andhow much they 

cancontribute to society. As a result, it can be noticedthe increasing participation ofthe 

female figure invarious aspects ofpublic and politicallife, so thatthe positionof womenhas 

changednot onlyin thoughtbut also intheir actionstobe more interestedin a lifeoutside the 

home. Inthese cases, thefemale gender can be achallenge topatriarchy, especially nowwhen 
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the worldismore connected andfeminist movementsand their membersare ready tofight for a 

change(Castells 161-162). 

 

Agreat indicatorof the crisisof patriarchyis the dissolutionof the traditional family. Every 

time there are more and morecouplesdivorceorseparate, meaning thatthere isnoreal 

commitmentto maintain ahousehold. Womenhave realizedthat theycanmaintain a 

householdwithouta manby her side.Thus, there have been formed different 

modelsoffamilies wheresome are formed withoutthe necessity toconsolidatea marriage. 

 

It isimportant to note thatthe crisisof patriarchyis not the endof families; it onlycreatesa 

changein the leadership of it. Women have acquired most of this power, as they have 

managedto have a presencein societywitha strong imagethatcannotbedevaluedby patriarchy. 

Althoughwomen do not haveall the control, thisisshared with manreachingan equalitythat 

makes them not onlyindependentbut also indispensable.For thisreason, mendo not have 

ensured their statusbecausethey are facingdifferent situations thathave endangeredtheir 

privileges(Castells 259-260). 

 

Despiteall the threatsagainst patriarchal system, itis stillsafe. Not in allcountriesits presence 

is the same, however, there are many situationsthat have causedits deterioration, andif this 

continuesit is likelyto disappear. Women withtheir hardeffortshave strengthened 

theirpresence in societyremarkable for itsgood performanceand achievements; therefore 

theirdailystandcause thepatriarchto lose itslegitimacy(Castells 269). 

 

1.6 Feminism 

 

Feminism isa movementwhose ideasare based ongender equalityto prevent 

discriminationagainst women. It is divided into three waves with the passing of the years. 

The first one emerged in the middleof the eighteenth andearly nineteenth centuryin the 

UnitedStatesand Britain, whichfocused onthe right of votefor women. It isimportant to 

highlight theFallsDeclaration, which refers to equal rights forthe female gender, 

especiallyvoting rights andgender equality. The second waveof feminism appeared inthe 
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UnitedStatesinthe 1970s, when a group ofwomen joinedin a movementto enforce 

theirrightsinvarious andbroader areassuchas sexuality, reproduction, equal 

opportunities,etc.Finally, the third waveof feminismstarted inthe 80suntil the present day, 

whichcomes as aresult ofthe demandsmade inthe second wave.This feminismdoes not 

createa single imageof women,on the other hand, it states that women aredifferent, with 

itsowncharacteristics and featuresaccordingto their beliefs(Huertas). 

 

Thus, feminist’s ideasof the second-wavebegin to appearin the latesixties. This helped to 

consolidate asocial movement thatgavewomenthe opportunityto think andspeak 

freelywithout the domainof men. It was seen as the only way they found to cope 

withsexism, manipulation and otherabuses bymale gender. Theseideas spreadrapidly around 

the worldbeing more intense insomeplaces than others, so many womenwereintegratingthis 

movementtobring about changethatbenefits(Castells 162). 

 

ForManuelCastells, the emergenceof feminismisa challenge topatriarchy. This is 

evidentwith the appearance ofvariousfeminist groups andthe manywomen whojoin them. 

Themovement's goalis to createa new image ofthe female figure andmake society to 

perceive it that way. This willput an endto discrimination, reaching 

genderequalitydespitethe strong influence ofthe society thathas createda marked 

differentiationbyunlikebiological characteristics. It is said that"throughequality,differenceor 

separation, what is deniedisalienatedidentityof womenaspreserved inthe patriarchal family" 

(Castells 201). 

 

It is also saidthat feminismis the claim of women's rights protection. Thegoal has 

alwaysbeen that womenenjoy the samerights as men; however,this fundamental 

objectiveemergesmore. One of them isto create a spaceforwomen withinpatriarchalsociety, 

where they havecomplete freedomof thoughtandcan performactionsin the areathat better 

suits them. This changemuststart fromwomenso that it canexpandto 

others,therebyreducegender inequalitiesbecause they only create violenceand disrespectfor 

the female gender(Castells 222). 
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That is why, feministswork hardto strengthenthe movement, which is 

necessaryformostwomenthatcomprise it. In this sense, one canfindthose who fight forthe 

common goodasthey doindividually, but they are allaimedtowards the same goal, to 

improve the situationof the female gender. Mediahave alwaysbeenwomen’s best 

alliesbecause throughthemtheyspread theircause.However, there aremanypeople who 

support themin practice, andalthough they have not done itofficially,part of the 

movementwish to bevalued andtheir rights respected(Castells 201 202 204, 226). 

 

One important thing tonotein thefeminist groupisthe numberof lesbiansin it. Many 

questioned heterosexuality because they disagreed with the patriarchal family as the model 

to follow. As such, being a lesbianmeans not beingtied toa manor to depend onthemin any 

way. This was the mainargumentthey used toexpress to the worldtheir autonomyin a radical 

way. However,this situationcaused controversywithin themovement itself, whose members 

have had to accept it. In addition, adiversity offeministidentitiesthat have strengthenedthe 

group formed, as ithas become more flexible by achievingdifferentpliabletrends 

andproblems of society(Castells 225). 

 

Within the movement,activistshave found supportin organizationswhich were 

createdthrough it. These organizations also needed followers to help them become stronger 

and avoid having disabilities that limit their actions. These institutions have a hard work, 

because abusesagainst female genderaretoo manywhile more women try to be actively 

involvedin society. In addition, several controversiesarosewhenissues such as 

reproductionorsexualliberation appeared. That is why,there aredifferent types ofinstitutions, 

both national and international, with different goals and purposes.  

 

All the institutions in favor of women have been the key in society to female support. 

Besides, those organizations create a network of women with a different mindset where a 

culture for them has been created, which is the best way to weaken the patriarchal system. 

"To rebuild itsidentityby itsbiological and culturalspecificitywomencan becomein 

themselves" (Castells 224). Therefore,all these institutionsthat sustainwomenhavea big 

challenge, especially since feminist issues are increasinglymore diversifiedethnic, social or 
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cultural aspect. It is important to mention that these organizationsare presented asan 

alternative to improvethe situationof female gender(Castells 207). 

 

Currently, feminists are differentwomen but witha common goal, so they have managed 

tocreate amuch strongercollective identity. This means thatithas been possible to 

establishafemale culturewhere womenare moreconfidentand have consolidatedtheir 

autonomy, hence, they operatedifferentlythan the ancient form of feminism. Now 

womenare involvedand are willing tocollaborate withinstitutions formedbymen, 

whichwould not have happenedyears ago. The strengthening that themovement has 

achieved over the years is obvious. It isimportant to note thatalthoughfeminismexists in the 

entire world, itis handledin different waysaccordingto the countryin which it is located, 

either by culture, religion, political aspects, etc. The end of men and women dichotomy is 

expected and the elimination of gender differences in society (Castells 210, 214, 224). 

 

1.7 Womeninvolved in politics 

 

Today, theworld of politicsis composed of bothgenders. Within this area, the female figure 

has acquired greatadmiration for the waythey operate. When women are in a political job, 

they get a higher status and are considered intelligent and willing women. However, a 

proper preparationwithsuperior knowledgeon the subject which will help to 

performproperly is necessary. This istotally opposed tothe concept peoplehadin ancient 

times, wherebeing a womanmeant havinglower mentalcapacityto deal withcertainissues, 

includingpolitics (Barbieri94). 

 

Years ago, these functionswere meantonlyfor malesbecomingcomplicated forthe opposite 

sexbeing part of it.It is said that politics isa matter ofthe male gender whilewomen adopt 

amasculineposturetotry to fitinthis field. However,this is not avalid argumentbecause 

todaythere are a great number ofwomen withan excellentperformance evenin politics 

(Barbieri94). Withoutdoubt the greatestrepresentation of whatisoutlinedhereis the 

caseofMariaEstelaMartinez dePeron, known as IsabelitaPeron, who was thefirst Latin 

American womanto bePresidentof the Republic, when she assumed this chargefor a term 
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oftwo yearsinArgentina. At first she was vice president until 1974, when her husband Juan 

Domingo Peron, President of the Republic, died, so she substituted him. During her 

mandatethe country faced asevere economicandpolitical crisisthat turnedthe country 

intosocialchaoswithconstantviolence andinflationary problems; that is why, 1976a military 

juntawon thepresidency(BBC News). 

 

It is important tomentionCristinaFernandez deKirchner, elected President ofArgentinasince 

2007. MichelleBachelet was also President when she held the same positioninChilein the 

periodfrom 2006 to2010 andin BrazilDilmaRousseff(BBC World). Also, Dr. 

RosaliaArteagaSerrano, breaking with the traditional schemein Ecuador, was the first 

womanto hold the positionofVice President of theRepublicformally. This occurred in 

1996during the presidency ofAbdalaBucaram, who after a short periodwas dismissedby 

Congress, sohisVice Presidenttook charge from February 7th to11th, 1997. Unfortunately, 

Congress opposedthe mandate, even thoughshe had alreadyheld otherpolitic charges, such 

as Ministerof Education(Aznárez). 

 

This situationcan be considered a clear example ofmachismo. TheEx-

PresidentRosaliaArteaga had the legitimate right to replace the President; however, 

theCongressnamed her astemporaryPresidentuntil they designate the newpresident, 

Advocate FabiánAlarcón, who was serving asPresident of the Congress at that time. Rosalía 

tried to defend her rights referring to the law and Constitution, unfortunately it was not 

enough.  Fabian Alarconaccused her fornot keeping herwordby not acceptinghis 

replacement, to which sheclaimed that if Alarcon wanted to be presidentitwas necessaryto 

reformthe laws, otherwise it would not beconstitutional(Aznárez). 

 

The situation got worst when the temporary President started talking about his plans for 

government, especially when she appointed her government staff. During this situation, the 

opposition went against her mandate,as sheonly had totake a temporary 

charge.Immediately, wassentawritten documentinwhichRosalíaArteaga hadmadean 

agreement betweenFabiánAlarcónand the Armed Forces. Initwas stated thatitwould givethe 

Presidencytemporarily to RosalíaArteagauntil Congressappointedthe new presidentof 
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Ecuador. This situation was very humiliating for Rosalía Arteaga whoremainedin power 

fora very short a time where her rightswere ignored despite the Constitution(Aznárez). 

 

NelaMartínezis anotherEcuadorian womanwhowas involvedin politicsthroughout her 

life.SinceNelawas young she was interested in politics andhad joined theCommunist Party; 

she even became theirleader. In 1944, shehad an active role inthe GloriousRevolution, 

where PresidentCarlosAlbertoArroyodel Río was dismissed by acoup. For this reason, 

sheassumed the position ofPresidentof the Republicuntil Dr.JoséMaríaVelascoIbarracameto 

take control. As such, NelaMartínezbecame thefirst womanin chargeof the country, 

although thiswas not formally(Aguirre). 

 

Despiteall these examplesthat demonstrate thepolitical participationof women, a 

questionhasarisen: what is the contributionthat women provide?There are 

severalcharacteristics of thefemale genderthat can be cited, such as flexibility, greater 

willingnessfor dialogue, among others, whichare very popularin this field. 

 

1.8 Conclusion 

 

After the analysis I can conclude that since the beginning of humanity, women have had a 

different role in society than men. The biological characteristics women possess, cannot 

beconsidered similartomen, but these differencesshould not be influenced by 

socialinequalities. However,the female genderhas been neglectedand devaluedhavingan 

inferior treatment; thus, discrimination andabuseagainst women exists invarious fields, 

especially in the workplace. 

 

People thinkthat womenare not good workers andthe only thingon their networkis tostay 

indoorsdoinghousework. Overtime, it has become a custom to accept genderinequality 

between male and female gender which is considered as the normin society. For this reason, 

for a long time women were very limited to develop fully. The opportunity to develop in 

whatthey wanted for the female genderwas denied,andtheydid not have accessto education; 

in case they have had it sometimes they werediscriminated.  
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SoI think it istimetogive havea truegender equality, as they have the same capabilities 

anddeserve a fair treatment. Unfortunately, in somecasesthe female figureisdiminished, for 

example, there are jobs wherethey are notaccepted. Thanks to valuable efforts 

feminismemergedtofight for the welfareand rightsof the female gender, andhelped to create 

a new perceptionof women. Feminism focuses especially on helping women to identify 

themselves with a new image and transform patriarchal society where we live. These 

effortshavemade great achievements, and can beevidenced with theparticipation of women 

indifferent areasof the community. 

 

In addition, the State muststrengthen the workthat women do, to ensuretheir welfare 

andinterests. Withthis support, the female imagewill be enhanced, resulting in a more active 

participation inpublic life. Besides, themachoenvironmentis changinggraduallybecoming 

morefavorable to theopposite gender.This bringsnew opportunitiesfor women, making them 

morerespectedasthey become athreat topatriarchy. The female figurecansurvivewithouta 

manby her side, leading to the formationof new family structuresthat displacethe 

traditionalfamily model.For all this, it is evident the significant progress inwomen's lives. 

Womenare not onlyrespectedbut alsoadmired for all the achievementsthey have made. 

Many of these achievements are given in the political sphere, where they have earned their 

place and are successful. Female genderhas known how to develop for being active in 

society andmake peoplevisualize themdifferently. Despite thisnot happeningthe same 

wayaround the world, there are many countrieswhereit isa reality.  

Therefore,if womenare still struggling toenforce theirrights and if they are not interestedto 

prepare andtrain forlifeordo not use theiropportunities, then all that which womenhave 

achievedwill be wasted. Women should be strengthenedand continue growingeveryday 

makingmenadapt to the environmentin whichthe female figureis the tough gender. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

CONTEMPORARYTRENDSINECUADOR’SDIPLOMATIC 

RELATIONSFROMTHE YEARS 2006TO 2010 

 

2. Introduction 

 

Ecuador, in the new millennium, has evolved to adapt to the current global scenario. Thus, 

internationallythe countrymust seize the opportunitiesto develop, and attempt to prevent 

possiblecomplications implied in active participationwithin theglobal community. As the 

countryhas morebusiness partners,this allows it tointeract andthus to obtainbenefits for the 

country. Having a good interaction with other countries reduces the risk of a threat and 

ensures peaceful coexistence in the world. Therefore, "internal development requiresa 

sovereign foreign policypursuing an international, action-oriented 

businessintegrationandpeaceful coexistenceand the construction ofan international 

communitybased on equity" (Andrade). 

 

Whileforeign policyis somewhatdifficult to define,itcan be said to be a mixture of all those 

situations, decisions, and actions taken by acountry outside itsboundaries. However, the 

exterior must be consistent with the internal laws of each state so it can enjoy proper 

development. As such,external actionsmust reflectthe government's purposes, where the 

functions made internally will not be opposed to what is meant to be external and vice versa 

(Herrera). 

 

That's why the Ecuadorian Constitution of2008 wasrenewedand supplemented withseveral 

chaptersto defineinternational relationsthat truly representtheEcuadorian state. 

Therefore,section 416defines what itmeans to Ecuadorian foreign policyin coordination 

withthe country's interests. First, it states thatEcuadorpromotesequality of statestolead 

apeaceful coexistenceand avoid the useof force orviolence as a method ofdispute resolution. 

In addition, it criticizes the intervention of othercountries in the internal affairsof a 
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nationwithin the prohibitionof the presenceof military baseswithinthe territorial boarders is 

included. Similarly, it promotesfree movement, the rights of immigrantsand condemnsall 

forms of discrimination, imperialism, colonialism, andneocolonialism.It also promotes 

Latin American integration,the creationof trading and political blocsas well asthe active 

participation ofthe international community. It also supports thecreation ofinternational 

conventionsfor positive purposesand that theyand theirglobalactionsare governedunder 

international law(Constitution, 2008). 

 

Next, the art of diplomacy will be presented in more detail and how Ecuador has been 

handling it since 2006. 

 

2.1 Diplomacy 

 

2.1.1 Definition 

 

Whileforeign policyand diplomacyare closely related, each have itsown meaning.On the 

one hand, foreign policies are allactions taken by aStatetoengageinternationally, either with 

othercountries orother subjects ofinternational law.Amore specific concept offoreign 

policyis given byEdmundoHernandezstating that: 

 

Foreign policy isthe set of policies, decisions and actions that make upa body 

ofcoherent and consistentdoctrine, based on clear principlesan immutablesolid, 

forged through itsevolution andhistorical experience,continuouslyenrichedand 

improved byeachstate oranother actoror subject ofinternational society which 

defines itsbehavior andset goalsand courses of actionin all areasand issuesthat 

transcendbordersorthat may affectthe interiorof their own,as it isappliedconsistently 

in order toprosecute andseizethe international environment forthe better fulfillment 

ofthe objectives outlinedin the interestsof thegeneral good ofthe nation andthe 

pursuit ofmaintainingharmonious relationswith the outside(Hernandez-Vela). 
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Regardingforeign policy,thepresidenthas much to doforthe Ecuadorian Constitutionwhich 

establishes, inArticle 147,that the functionsof the chief executivemustinclude the power 

tosetforeign policy which implies appointing ambassadors andheads ofmissionsto fulfill 

theirspecific functionsas well asthe signing of and ratificationof international treaties, that 

he must ensure thattheymeet(Constitution2008).  

 

On the other hand, diplomacy is theartwhich properly manages international relations 

(Pérez de Cuéllar, Manual de DerechoDiplomático 13 - 15). Ithas evolvedover time, from 

the point in time when there were nopermanent embassiesor when diplomacy was not 

considered as a formal profession. However, withthe creation of morestates andthe 

necessity to interactwith each other there were persons designated to represent theheads of 

state. At firstthere were nospecific rulesora protocolby which to beguided, but little by little 

thediplomatic practicestooka more solid form. In the early fifteenth century inItaly the 

firstpermanent diplomatic missionswere established. Also, some privilegesfor 

representativesof aStatearose becausethey could not betried ina Stateother thantheir own. 

Thus,there was theCongressof Vienna in 1815, which represented a breakthroughto 

codifycertain practicesthat were being usedonlyby custom. Subsequently, andafter 

severalmeetings at whichthese issueswere discussed came the 1961 ViennaConventionon 

Diplomatic Relationsof whichalmost allcountries are partiesand which is usedat present 

(Linares 5 to 13). 

 

Thus, the most important functionsof diplomacyarenegotiation andrepresentation of the 

state; the aimis to reach anagreement throughnegotiation thusavoiding any kindof 

confrontationand violence. The diplomats, theexpertsin handling it, are also 

responsibleforrepresenting the countrythey belong to,carrying out 

negotiationsanddeveloping friendly relationsamong statesto developpolitical, culturaland 

economic matters worldwide (Sorense385 to 387). 

 

Therefore, we cansaythat diplomacyworks both as an art anda science.As a sciencebecause 

it teachespeaceful and harmoniousrelationsbetween countriesthrough treatiesand 

agreementsdeveloped in accordance with the provisions ofinternational law. It is 
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alsoconsidered an artbecause it highlightstheskills requiredtosuccessfullymanageforeign 

policy as negotiations and otheractions that are performedworldwide.Byknowinghow to 

operatein both senses, there is no doubt that its implementationwill be 

successful(BorziAlba17). 

 

Aside fromdiplomacy, it isnecessary to define themeaning ofdiplomaticlaw.Genet defined it 

as "the branchof public lawthat dealsspecificallywith the practiceand regulationof 

bothforeign relationsof states asthe modalitiesof its representationabroad andwhich also 

includes themanagementof international affairsand how to conclude negotiations "(Perez de 

Cuellar, Manual ofDiplomatic Law18). Asforthe existence of rulesand laws, it codified 

thepracticesused by theStatesin dealing with othernations.Therefore,in 1963the Convention 

onConsular Relations was adopted;in 1964the Vienna Conventionon Diplomatic Relations 

came into force; in 1969 the Convention onSpecial Missionsand in 1975the Conventionon 

the Representation ofthe United States inits relations withinternational organizationsof 

universal character. In this sense the interaction between states was easier because its 

purpose was to clear any doubt and create bases to form its relations in the best way 

possible.  

 

However,there is a differencebetweenclassical andmoderndiplomacy. International lawis 

asupport offoreign policywhich in turninfluences the wayin which ittakes place, according 

to a classic definition.At thattime, mostbilateral andinternational relationswerehandled 

bythe governments of thecountries, so it wasnota breakthrough. In modern times,ithas 

several functions, not onlyto negotiate andrepresent the State, but alsoto defendthe 

interestsof the nationand promotefriendly tieswhethercommercial,political, cultural or 

ecological,withrest of the world. In addition, international organizationsbegan to 

emergeassubjects of international law, andalso organizemeetingsor conventionsto 

addressseveral issues thathave helpedresolvedisputes andprofits,whereit is no 

longerbilateralbutmultilateral too(Sorense385-386). 

 

Therefore, the international community is trying to create a peaceful environment managed 

through diplomacy. The aim is to manage international relations in which the most 
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important aspect is the welfare of the people who are guaranteed of a long-term and lasting 

compromise. That is why, over the years it was essential the development of diplomacy. 

Therefore, it is considered not only a science, but an art becoming a key aspect of 

knowledge, because through it, relations between people, individuals and international 

organizations can be properly developed. 

 

 2.2 Historical backgroundof diplomacy 
 

Since the beginningof international relations there has been the necessity to create some 

rules to allow it to developproperly. That is whythe privileges grantedto diplomatsis not 

new, because sincethey were grantedspecial status, the treatment shouldalsobe special. 

Diplomacy has very old origins since it can be stated that the Assyrians, 

BabyloniansandHebrews were the first people who practiced it, even theydid not do it 

permanently. It can alsobe mentionedthat in Indiathe firstrulesorlaws 

regardingdiplomatsappeared. Therefore, there aremoreaccuratebasisthatthe Greeks and 

Romanswerethe pioneers in makinguse ofdiplomatic functionsas we know themtoday 

(BorziAlba 17-19).  

 

In Greece, diplomacy first acquired a formal status. Here appeared the"self-orators" who 

were responsible forthe maintenanceofgood relations between itsvariouscity-states. 

Later,began the interactionbetween countries where there appearedmissions and 

ambassadors, even though there was not the necessity to create permanent embassies. 

However, it was essential to grantcertain privilegesto thosedealing withinternational 

relations; that is why theyenjoyedinviolability.Therefore,a diplomatcould not be triedin a 

foreign countryeven if that person had committed afelony (BorziAlba21-22). 

 

Similarly, Romealso used the diplomaticpracticesof Greece, withthe difference thatthe 

ambassadorswere known as"Legatus" or"orator". Thus, the Romanssent 

theirlegatiiororatorswhen they neededto bargainwith other people. In this aspect it can be 

mentionedthe Popes, whoappointedplenipotentiariesalso called"apocrisiariiandresponsible" 

to defendChristian interestsin Barbarous, Germanic and Turkish countries. In this matter, 
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representatives were protected under the human and divine rights at the same time; this 

gave them inviolability in and out their countries. As such, this inviolability extended even 

to enemies territories, or when it was necessary to cross a third country on the way to a 

mission (Borzi Alba 22 - 23). 

 

Thus, inthe Middle Agesdiplomatictransience was accepted as a norm. Therefore,at the end 

ofthis timediplomacywas considered notonlya sciencebut an art because from antiquityit 

was being improved. In the thirteenth century, the word “ambassador was first used; 

however, it was only in the Middle Ages that diplomacy was considered as a career. During 

this period, the inviolability given to the representatives of states achieved a great 

development which formed the basisforimmunity as weknow it today. Also, inVenicethe 

first organized diplomatic servicewas created,whichwas followed by apermanentembassyin 

the fifteenth century. However,in the sixteenth centuryapermanentdiplomatic 

representationcomposed ofambassadorsand residents was established (BorziAlba23-25). 

Later, this practicewas adopted byEngland andbecame morepopularin other nations. 

Gradually,they appointedambassadorsto peoplewho knewmore orweremore familiar with 

the states where they were going to be sent(Úbeda). 

 

Therefore,the immunitiesand privileges haveexisted a longtime but not establishedasa 

written code as much as a customary lawbetween states. As these laws went beyond 

national boundaries they became part of international law. This occurred because of the 

large increase inthe relations betweennations thus requiringa standardwhich would show 

themthe best way tocarry them out. In 1815 was the Congress inVienna, whose purposewas 

to createrulesfor better interactionbetween countriesand solveallproblemsthat may arise. 

Thisisthe reason for thegreatimportance of thisCongressthroughouthistory, as it has been 

the basisfor other conventionssuch as the ConferenceofAix-la-Chapelle in 1818 and the 

SixthConference ofAmerican Statesin Havana, Cubain 1928. Besides these, 

theGeneralAssemblyof the United Nationsappointeda commission ofinternational 

lawstodevelop aproject thatreflected thepractices, immunities and privilegesgrantedto 

diplomatsand the actionsof states (BorziAlba 11- 14). 
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There were two major advances after those meetings. The first was that four categories of 

diplomatic representativeswere created: 1) ambassadors, legates and papal nuncio, 2) 

extraordinary envoys and plenipotentiary ministers, 3) resident ministers and 4) business 

managers. The second was that they “defined the precedence of each category, determined 

by the priority of appointment and not by the relative importance of the sovereign who sent 

it; precedence was determined by seniority of appointment" (Picon 41-42). 

 

Thus, diplomatic lawbeganto take shape, becoming a branchof law inall states,inwhich not 

only were standards setbutalsoa hierarchy established. For example, 

theoldestambassadorwas considered thedeanof the diplomatic corps(Picon37-41). 

 

Thus, from April 2nd to April 14th of 1961 the Vienna Convention took place at which 

consideration was given to the draft made by the Commission of International Law. The 

codificationof rules onimmunitiesand privilegesof diplomatswas notonlydesiredbut 

necessary. Theclassificationgivento diplomats was simplified as follows: 

1)ambassadorsornuncios, 2) envoys, ministers, internuncios; 3)businessmanagers. The first 

twoare creditedto the head ofstate, while the latterclassification 

iscreditedtotheforeignministers(Picon43-44). Withall theseencodings, relations can develop 

in an appropriate manner, especially in order toavoid problems anddisputes between 

States(Alba Borzi15-17).  

 

2.3Vienna Convention onDiplomatic Relations, 1961 

 

Although diplomatic law is a customary practice governed by international custom, it 

developed based on the 1961 Vienna Convention. Withinitare codifiedactionsthat had 

beenpracticed in order to facilitate interactionbetweenstates or international organizations. 

It is for thisreasonthatthe Vienna Conventionisthe most important advance, not onlyof 

diplomatic law,butinternational lawingeneral. It is universal, since it wasratified by almost 

allexisting states, whichused it to conductinternationalrelations(Perez de Cuellar, 

Diplomatic LawManual15-17). Thisinvolves threeissues: thescope,which 

includesdiplomatic asylum, the categoriesofemployees entitled tovarious immunities, and 
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durationof immunityand thewaiver ofthese. Under these titles, diplomatic relationsthat are 

handled by almostall nations of theworldare contemplated(Sorense389-390).  

 

Thus,the Conventiongreatly reduceddisputes, misunderstandings, and drawbacks, as 

itbecamea ruleof law thatallows for betterperformance. With the supportof the United 

Nationsthe Conventionon Diplomatic Relations was heldinViennain 1961. This Convention 

was based ona document thathadbeen drafted by the Commission of InternationalLaw of 

the United Nationswhich suffered severalmodifications and changesto improve it. The 

meeting brought together81 States, of which 45had signedthe treatyand the 

otherswereadheringthrough time(Sorense389-390) However, thisConvention entered 

intoforce onApril 24, 1964. In addition,two optional protocolsdraftedto complement it,the 

first was onthe Acquisitionof Nationalityand the othertosettleany disputethat may 

ariseconcerning theapplication orinterpretation of theConvention,ithasthe possibilityto be 

submitted tothe International Court ofJustice orto arbitration. However, this does not 

include anypenaltyfor non-compliance, which isthe negative aspect ofthe Conventionon 

Diplomatic Relations(Perez de Cuellar, Diplomatic LawManual16-17). 

 

2.4DiplomacyinEcuadorfrom 2006to 2010 

 

2.4.1 PLANEX 2006 – 2020 

 

In 2006, during the presidencyof Dr.AlfredoPalacio,occurredtheNational Foreign 

PolicyPlan-PLANEX2020. The aim of thisplanwas toorganize sixcritical issues in the long 

term, which were: sovereignty andregionalintegrity, protection ofmigrants, promotion and 

protectionof human rights, international economic relations, security, andinternational 

cooperationand thesewere basedin accord with the maincountries with which Ecuador 

maintains frequent relations(Ministry of ForeignAffairs, Trade andIntegration).  

 

In this way foreign policy could be carried out in a more organized andbeneficial way 

forthe country becauseitwas createdwitha commitment thatgoes beyonda presidential 

termsince it was designedso thattheir performance would continue for an extended period 
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of time. However, this plan foresaw a wide margin of action during RafaelCorrea’s 

mandate, as in 2008 ConstitutionthePresidenthad more responsibilitiesforforeign policy. 

Sothe idea wasthat theForeign Ministrydevelopedits foreign policyaccordingto the 

objectives ofPLANEXandsucceedin their international relations(Andrade). 

 

2.4.2 Constitutionof 2008 

 

In 2008, President RafaelCorreapresentedthe new Constitution ofEcuador, where he 

madesome positive changestothe countryin terms ofinternational relations.Within 

this,threekey conceptswere established,which areuniversalcitizenship, the defense 

offreedom movement, and the progressive endofforeign status. Aroundthese, it was 

intended to develop a more just and equitable environment of international relations 

andraiseLatin American integration. Improvementshave been implementedtoenable the 

State toengage intheexterior dynamic, where it has more actionandcan evolvein a 

moreappropriate way (Salvador, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Integration).  

 

Above allthings, the new constitutionintended to protectnational sovereigntyand 

promoteLatin American integrationas well as generateeconomic agreementsthat benefit 

thecountry. Havingbusiness partnersfostersinternational relationsand provides the 

opportunity for Ecuadorto gaina better positionin the world. Inthis sense, the Constitutionis 

intended to facilitatethe country's integrationinto the world economythrough an equitable 

and fair tactic that allows economic development andfair trade on a grander scale. 

Likewise,itaims to promotedomestic and foreigninvestment which takes placein the same 

way, torun underthe guidelines of theConstitution(Ministry of ForeignAffairs, Tradeand 

Integration). 

 

Regarding international relations, the Constitution of 2008 established the sovereign right 

that it is applied in international treaties, in order to guarantee and defend the rights of the 

country. In comparison to the previous Constitution, this did not happen because in some 

cases international agreements outweighed Ecuadorian law and were prejudicial to the 

country. For this reason, there are articles that clearly express the conditions under which 
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the country may conclude international agreements and treaties. Furthermore, Article 422 

states that “Contracts or international instruments cannot be negotiated if it states that 

Ecuador gives sovereign jurisdiction to international arbitration bodies in any commercial 

contract dispute between the State and private individuals or corporations” (Constituent 

Assembly). This avoids many problems while securing Ecuador as an independent and 

sovereign country, and so deals with potential problems such as the Angostura attack which 

caused the country very serious problems.  

 

However,not allcommentsabout theNewConstitution are positive. There are manycriticisms 

thathave appeareddespitethe fact that text of1998 has been renewed;in 

2008manyinconsistenciesandgaps were presented thatgeneratedmanydisadvantages 

whenapplyingand interpreting. For instance, the fact that marriage is now defined as the 

union between a man and a woman can be considered a setback, something which was not 

the case in 1998. Furthermore,the current constitutionfavorsinformal work, as it 

grantedmore rights, andalthough it seems agoodthing, there have been manyopinions 

against itbecause itdownplayshiringand collective bargaining (Grijalva). 

Amongothernegative comments, it has said that it concentratestoo much powerinthe 

executive function, in other words the President ofthe Republic. Sothere are doubtsthat 

Ecuador will remain as ademocratic countrybecausethere are limitationsandthe Constitution 

of2008 has asocialistline(Ayala Samaniego). As such,there aredividedopinionsaboutthe 

2008Constitution. It is said thatmuch depends on thegovernment in powerand its 

effectiveness inapplying it, which is why its success or failurewill be revealedwiththe 

passage of time.  

 

2.4.3 Manta Military Base 

 

In1999, President JamilMahuadsigned an agreementwith the UnitedStates, whichgranted 

the building of the Manta military base, EloyAlfaro. The purposeof this treatywasthe 

fightagainst drug traffickingfor a periodof 10years, which thus endedin 2009.However,the 

presenceof U.S. militarycreatedunease inthe population, as judgedby the fact that Ecuador 

was thought to have given away the country's sovereignty, especially because of the 
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military operationsconducted by Americans(The Citizen). However, theU.S.basehad 

provided employmentfor about 150Ecuadorians;Americans were madetohelp 

insocialworkwith differentinstitutions likeorphanages, andmachinerywas also donatedto the 

municipality ofthe city;its main function was toprovide securityto the countryin its 

fightagainst drug trafficking(El Mercurio). However,PresidentRafaelCorrearefused torenew 

the treatythat expiredin 2009for whichhe had the backingofthe laws establishedinthe new 

Constitution. Inthisit establishesthat Ecuadorisa peaceful territoryand thereforeprohibitsthe 

existenceof foreign military basesin the countryunder any circumstances(The Citizen).  

 

Given the refusalto renew theagreement withthe Americans, they begantheir retreatonJuly 

17, 2009, whichwas completed in Septemberof the same year. After that, they moved 

toColombiato be installedin threedifferentbases inthat country(El Hoy). Butwhile 

inEcuador, theyhavedemonstratedexcellent workagainst drug trafficking. Thus, they say 

that they hadcompleted 5,800missionssince 1999 and that that they had seized 1,758tonsof 

cocaine, representing around$ 35billion. Moreover,the negative aspectof the termsof this 

agreement isthat approximately160 workerswho were workinginManta basebecame 

unemployed. However,the Ecuadorian governmentclaims to havethe situation under 

control, notonlyfor employeeswho havesecuredjobbut alsoland, seaand air security of the 

country todeal with drug traffickingand otherillicit activities(The Citizen).  

 

2.4.4Rafael CorreaPresidentProTemporeofUNASUR2009-2010 

 

A priorityof Ecuador hasbeen and continues to be the integrationof South Americawhichis 

emphasized inone ofthe articles of thecurrent constitutionof the country. Thus, Ecuador is 

partof the Unionof South American Nations, UNASURcreated in 2008. This 

organizationaimsto generateintegrationa true Latin American identityand toachievemore 

and betterbenefitsfor its members. Currentlythere are 12member countries: Argentina, 

Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, 

andVenezuela(UNASUR). Thus,RafaelCorreaassumedthe rotating presidencyofUNASUR 

from MichelleBachelet, onAugust 10, 2009, untilNovember 26, 2010(El Hoy).  
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While Ecuador assumed the temporary presidency of UNASUR, several positives 

initiatives for the regionoccurred. One of them was to strengthenthe defense ofall member 

countriesandto promotefurther developmentfor the armed forcesin order to achievegreater 

sovereigntyand create asecure environmentin SouthAmerica. Furthermore, through 

thisorganization, great achievements could be made especiallyfor international cooperation 

obtainedthrough agreementsand other projectshighlighting economic ones. However, there 

arealternatives such asthe physical structures that the Latin American initiativeaims to 

connecttheAtlantic and Pacificoceans. For thesereasons, theUNASURhas becomea 

solutionnot onlyfor Ecuadorbut forSouth America (Today). 

 

In March 2011,its 12 memberssigned thedocument creatingUNASUR, where 

RafaelCorreawas namedhonorary member. Inhis speech, PresidentCorreaexpressedthe 

expectations the organizationholdsto achieve integrationwith equityand justice. He noted 

thateconomic projectsarethe most importantandexpect majoradvancesin education, culture, 

technology, and eventhe possibility of attainingcitizenshipand asinglecurrency. As such,a 

fullconsolidation of the member countries of UNASUR is expected after overcomingthe 

drawbacksexistingin the region, so they can achieve international recognition(El Hoy). 

 

2.4.5 Yasuní – ITT 

 

Ecuadorbecomesa pioneerin proposinga revolutionary project215 

astheYasuníITT(Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini), since itaims to addressclimate change, 

protect biodiversity,and respect the rights of indigenous people. The county’s intention is to 

maintain the oil reserves in Yasuní National Park underground, which was createdin 

1979and laterdeclared aBiosphere ReservebyUNESCO in1989. In return, for Ecuador, 

thenational and international communitywillprovidemoney to offset50% of thevalue that 

couldbe obtainedifthis areawere exploited which represents an estimated846 millionbarrels 

of oil. In this way Ecuador can keep its promise to preserve its land intact which is one of 

the most biodiverse on the planet where one can also find varied cultural groups whose 

culture and convictions remain unchanged (Yasuni-ITT Creates a New World). 
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With this initiative Ecuador, as it approaches its objectives for the new millennium, will 

highlight the value of nature and the environment for a better quality of life for all. By way 

of this objective they will be able to avoid greenhouse gas emissions as they keep below the 

surface of the earth the combustible fossil fuel in the form of petroleum. Ecuador can, 

through its developmental methodology and with the aim of combating climate change and 

reducing poverty and preserving nature, be an example for other states that endeavor to do 

similar projects. In addition, industrialized countries can also economically support 

Ecuador and, in doing so, conserve the petroleum below the earth’s surface to the benefit of 

the whole world. In this way the capital funds for this project created with the help of the 

international community will be under the administration of the United Nations in 

conjunction with the Ecuadorian state and civil society. At the same time this fund will 

have a Directing Committee and a Technical Secretary charged with defining the projects 

which will be financed proportioning the information necessary about them (Yasuni-ITT 

Creates a New World). 

 

In the beginning the Yasuni-ITT was presented as a vague idea which, through much effort, 

has become an ingenious plan. It has become a new alternative for sustainable energy 

which benefits the environment through the self-determination of the villages along with 

the protection of 44 protected areas of Ecuador which represent approximately 20% of its 

total land area. It also pursues objectives against worldwide pollution thus making it a 

pioneer in this field. Although there are in existence some projects of this nature these have 

not come to fruition and remain obsolete plans which do not represent a real force for 

change for the worldwide problem of pollution (Yasuni-ITT Creates a New World). 

 

In accord with the Ecuadorian Constitution the country guarantees the rights of nature 

which are specified in chapter 7 of the same instrument. As a result it strives to conserve 

nature by promoting the participation of the world to bring this about. So, Yasuni-ITT is a 

mechanism of the state to confront the environmental impact that such damage is 

producing. Ecuador is its own example of the consequences of going against nature as 

evidenced by the destruction of ecosystems, extinction of species as well as the damage to 
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humans and resultant diseases caused by the pollution of the Amazon rainforest (Yasuni-

ITT). 

 

In this way, the hope is to count on the economic contributions of industrialized countries.  

Thus an approximate annual per country amount for the fund for a period of 13 yearshas 

been established. Among the possible countries: the United States with an annual 

contribution of $ 204.48 million which at the end of the period would amount to $2.6582 

billion; Japan a contribution of $ 74.67 million annually with a total support of $970.7 

billion; the United Kingdom with an annual portion of $36.21 million which, at the end of 

13 years would be $470.7 billion. These are some examples of the economic contribution of 

the countries that are hoped to aid the Yasuni-ITT (Yasuni-ITT Creates a New World). 

 

With the signing of such an agreement the financial support of such states as France, Italy, 

Spain, Belgium and Iran have also manifested their support. Germany was the first country 

to offer money to begin studies of the project. It is for this reason that negotiations for this 

proportioning of the fund have become so important. Before this, IvonneBaki, chief 

negotiator for Yasuni-ITT, was maintaining strong negotiations with distinct countries to 

make known this innovative proposal and to gain support. However, this project will not 

expect the support of industrialized nations alone but also private capital from specific 

organizations on the world wide level as well as from Ecuadorian society (Yasuni-ITT 

Creates a New World). 

 

Through the arduous work which IvonneBaki has done she feels she can assure that the oil 

reserves will remain underground. To date she has been able to collect the amount of 

$116,048,384 through the trust fund; which represents a very positive amount. This has 

been achieved through collaboration of countries such as France, Spain, Chile, Belgium, 

and Georgia as well as non-governmental organizations, and international society. It is 

equally hoped that the contributions of such countries as Colombia, Peru, Italy, Turkey, and 

the Andean Corporation of Development will bring in around $57.4 million. Within the 

total value collected there will be a non-reimbursable amount which will be used for the 

technical cooperation of the project. However, if the funds hoped for are not received there 
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is a Plan B which would mean the exploitation of the oil since Ecuador is a country upon 

whose economy it depends greatly. 

 

Additionally, the Chief Negotiator of Yasuni maintains there could be a Plan C by which it 

would maintain the initial objectives and preservation nature while at the same time it uses 

the deposits of petroleum; however she has shown great optimism with the results obtained 

thus far (Yasuni-ITT Creates a New World). 

 

2.4.6   Diplomatic Relations between Ecuador and the United States 

 

Diplomatic relations between the U. S. and Ecuador have been seriously affected due to 

certain information which the U.S. Ambassador to Ecuador, Heather Hodges sent to her 

government. What was revealed was about President Rafael Correa and functionaries of his 

government who were mentioned to be allegedly corrupt within the government of the 

same president and commander in chief of this institution. There was also mention of a 

supposed discourse of Correa criticizing the United States privately while publicly 

soliciting their aid. Because of this Correa felt offended and proceeded to declare 

Ambassador Hodges persona non grata. As a result of this action, the U.S. responded in 

kind, asking that the Ecuadorian Ambassador, Luis Gallegos leave the country (El 

Universo). 

 

In this way, diplomatic relations between the two countries were affected resulting in the 

maintenance of strictly business dealings.  Andy Bowen of the U.S. and Efrain Baus of 

Ecuador were the respective representatives of both countries who were in charge of the 

normal management of their consulates during this situation. In the meantime, President 

Correa trusted that soon relations would be completely restored despite having mentioned 

that the sovereignty of Ecuador was not at risk and that he had felt compelled to act as he 

did concerning the situation with Ambassador Hodges because of the respect he had for his 

country. On the other hand, Ecuadorian Chancellor Ricardo Patiño communicated with the 

U.S. Representative in Latin America, Arturo Valenzuela, with whom he had maintained a 

dialogue in order to see the possibility of designating new ambassadors for both countries. 
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Valenzuela showed a positive attitude while maintaining reserve as to what would happen 

in the near future (El Universo). 

 

Nonetheless, the inconveniences of the diplomatic relations generated much tension in the 

commercial aspect. Many fear that the situation that exists in the United States will affect 

the renewal of the Agreement for the Promotion of Andean Commerce and Eradication of 

Drugs-ATPDEA. This accord consists of payment to those countries fighting against drug 

trafficking and consists of the granting of preferential tariffs. In the case of Ecuador it has 

resulted in the reduction of tariffs on 6,300 products thus facilitating their entrance into the 

U.S. market (COR). At the end of this agreement in February of 2011 there was negotiation 

in order to extend the agreement, the only worry of which was that it would not be so 

because of the incident with Ambassador Hodges. However, the Coordinating Minister of 

Political Economy, Katiuska King, said that the situation was not so serious though, 

obviously, there is a risk, however under controlled. (Vistazo) She also indicated that of all 

the products under the tariff preferences, only 7% are those exported to the U.S.; this 

represents around $21 million which is a manageable amount. Fortunately, the ATPDEA 

has been approved until the year 2013 (El Universo). 

 

And so, nine months after the problems between Ecuador and the United States, diplomatic 

relations were reestablished between these countries. Thus, on January 18, 2012 

Ambassador Nathalie Cely began her job in Washington after which President Obama 

accepted her credentials. The ambassador currently shows much enthusiasm in her post 

assuring that she will work hard to improve the ties with the U.S. She also indicates the 

need to strengthen commercial relations between both countries because of the great gains 

to be shared to their mutual benefit (El Universo). 

 

 

 

2.5 Comparative Analysis of the 1998 and 2008 Ecuadorian Constitutions as to 

International Relations 

 



 

The 1998 Ecuadorian Constitution functioned differently than that of the New Constitution 

approved in 2008. Then, regarding

contradictory for the country as the Magna Carta. Thus

regulations of the State was downplayed at the time of fulfilling the agreements signed with 

other States or international organizations. The laws are in place to define the limits under 

which the state will be governed and what they dictate in domestic areas should also be 

reflected in the international arena. Thus, the ranking used will be as follows:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thus, the 1998 Constitution, Article 161 provides that Congress approve the following 

international treaties and conventions (Constitution 1998):

 

1. Those matters relating to territory 

2. Establishment of political or military alliances

3. Those which commit the country in integration agreements

4. Those which ascribe to an international body the powers derived from the Constitution or 

the law 

The 1998 Ecuadorian Constitution functioned differently than that of the New Constitution 

regarding international relations, these were found to be as 

contradictory for the country as the Magna Carta. Thus,the authority of the internal 

was downplayed at the time of fulfilling the agreements signed with 

nal organizations. The laws are in place to define the limits under 

which the state will be governed and what they dictate in domestic areas should also be 

reflected in the international arena. Thus, the ranking used will be as follows: 

Thus, the 1998 Constitution, Article 161 provides that Congress approve the following 

international treaties and conventions (Constitution 1998): 

1. Those matters relating to territory or boundary 

2. Establishment of political or military alliances 

3. Those which commit the country in integration agreements 

4. Those which ascribe to an international body the powers derived from the Constitution or 
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The 1998 Ecuadorian Constitution functioned differently than that of the New Constitution 

international relations, these were found to be as 

the authority of the internal 

was downplayed at the time of fulfilling the agreements signed with 

nal organizations. The laws are in place to define the limits under 

which the state will be governed and what they dictate in domestic areas should also be 

 

Thus, the 1998 Constitution, Article 161 provides that Congress approve the following 

4. Those which ascribe to an international body the powers derived from the Constitution or 
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5. Those which refer to the fundamental rights and duties of individuals and collective 

rights 

6. Those containing the commitment to issue, amend, or repeal any law (Constitution 1998) 

 

Furthermore, Article 163 of the Constitution states that: "The provisions contained in 

treaties and conventions once promulgated in the Official Registry will be part of the legal 

order and shall take precedence over other laws and regulations which are less hierarchical 

"(Constitution 1998). 

 

In contrast, the 2008 Constitution establishes this as the norm that prevails over all laws or 

international treaties. Thus, Article 424 of the new Constitution states that: 

 

“The Constitution is the supreme law and prevails over any other legal system. The rules 

and acts of public authority shall maintain compliance with the constitutional provisions; 

otherwise it will lack legal efficiency. The Constitution and the international human rights 

treaties ratified by the State to recognize rights more favorable than those contained in the 

Constitution, shall take precedence over any rule of law or governmental action 

(Constitution of 2008). Thus, the constitution empowers the State to make it a subject of 

international law, since through it applies rules that will dictate how they will handle 

international relations. Thus is the importance of the adoption of a treaty to do so through a 

process, because these agreements become part of the legal system of a nation. Therefore, it 

creates duties and obligations that must be met, so everything must be clearly established so 

that no problems arise during development. This compels the country not only inside but 

outside (Montaño Galarza and Polo Elmir 14 to 20). 

 

In 2008, the hierarchy of laws was as presented below: 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However in 2008, the new Constitution has a chapter addressed to international treaties, 

which includes articles that highlight the supremacy of the Constitution, with the exception 

of some human rights treaties provided that

states: "International treaties ratified by Ecuador are subject to the provisions in the 

Constitution. In the case of treaties and other international instruments on human rights, 

principles apply pro human rights and the non

clauses enshrined in the Constitution "(Constitution of 2008).

 

While it is difficult to establish in the Constitution all the guidelines to be followed for the 

implementation of the different

performed. Thus, in the case of Ecuador, it establishes the situations in which the President 

may enter into agreements or when they must also pass under the approval of the National 

Assembly for ratification. Furthermore, the Constitution in force allows the public to have 

signature authority over certain international agreements through a referendum as stated in 

Article 420. Below are the items compared in the Constitution of 1998 as compared to

which details the functions of the President and the Assembly in the

treaties (MontañoElmir Polo Galarza and 19

 

2 Hierarchy of 2008 Constitution

However in 2008, the new Constitution has a chapter addressed to international treaties, 

which includes articles that highlight the supremacy of the Constitution, with the exception 

ghts treaties provided that are in favor of the people. Article 417 clearly 

states: "International treaties ratified by Ecuador are subject to the provisions in the 

Constitution. In the case of treaties and other international instruments on human rights, 

rights and the non-restriction of direct applicability and open 

clauses enshrined in the Constitution "(Constitution of 2008). 

While it is difficult to establish in the Constitution all the guidelines to be followed for the 

implementation of the different types of treaties, it provides the basic rules that must be 

performed. Thus, in the case of Ecuador, it establishes the situations in which the President 

may enter into agreements or when they must also pass under the approval of the National 

ratification. Furthermore, the Constitution in force allows the public to have 

signature authority over certain international agreements through a referendum as stated in 

Article 420. Below are the items compared in the Constitution of 1998 as compared to

which details the functions of the President and the Assembly in the case of international 

(MontañoElmir Polo Galarza and 19-20). 
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However in 2008, the new Constitution has a chapter addressed to international treaties, 

which includes articles that highlight the supremacy of the Constitution, with the exception 

are in favor of the people. Article 417 clearly 

states: "International treaties ratified by Ecuador are subject to the provisions in the 

Constitution. In the case of treaties and other international instruments on human rights, 

restriction of direct applicability and open 

While it is difficult to establish in the Constitution all the guidelines to be followed for the 

types of treaties, it provides the basic rules that must be 

performed. Thus, in the case of Ecuador, it establishes the situations in which the President 

may enter into agreements or when they must also pass under the approval of the National 

ratification. Furthermore, the Constitution in force allows the public to have 

signature authority over certain international agreements through a referendum as stated in 

Article 420. Below are the items compared in the Constitution of 1998 as compared to 2008 

case of international 
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Unlike the 2008 Constitution, international treaties must be approved by the new body or 

the National Assembly which replaces Congress. Moreover, the ratification of certain 

agreements can be put to a referendum, thus requiring the consent of the citizens, but others 

will be approved by the President of the Republic (Constitution of 2008). 

 

Besides this, Article 418 complements the role of the president by establishing that he has 

the authority to sign or ratify international treaties. But, the president must immediately 

inform the National Assembly about all the international conventions he has signed, 

explaining their character and purposes. Following this, the agreement will take effect 10 

days after notification of the Assembly (Constitution of 2008). 

 

Article 419 - The ratification and denunciation of international treaties requires the prior 

approval of the National Assembly in the following cases (Constitution of 2008): 

1. Matters relating to territory or boundary 

2. Establishment of policies and military alliances 

3. Those which contain a commitment to an  issue or which amend or repeal a law. 

4. Relating to the rights and guarantees established in the Constitution 

5.Which compromises of economic policy of the state established in its National 

Development Plan, conditions of international financial institutions or corporations 

6. Commitments to country agreements and trade integration 

7.The transformation of local law to an international or supranational law 

8. The compromising of nature and especially of water, biodiversity, and genetic heritage 

 

Article 420 - The ratification of treaties by referendum may be requested by citizen 

initiative or by the President. The veto of an approved treaty shall be the President. In case 

of termination of a treaty approved by referendum, the citizens will require the same 

procedure as an approved treaty. 

 

On one hand, participation is important because Ecuador is a democratic country. But on 

the other hand it is also a risk that can bring serious consequences to Ecuador. Not all 
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people who vote have a suitable level of education to understand some treaties. Many of the 

people attending the referendum cast their vote for the sympathy they have with the 

government or simply because it is their civic duty. Therefore, this could be considered 

negative for the country (Montaño Galarza and Polo Elmir 47-49).  

 

Article 421 - The implementation of international trade instruments which do not affect 

directly and indirectly the right to health, access to medicines, supplies, services, and 

scientific and technological progress. 

 

Althoughthe powers that the President of Ecuador has with respect to international treaties 

are encoded in the supreme law ofEcuador, these can be conflicting when put to the test. On 

the one hand Article 147 states that the President can sign and ratify treaties. In Article 418 

it is drafted differently: the President has the right to sign or ratify treaties, while, in the 

following article it refers to ratification or denunciation. In the first two cases the words can 

be understood to besynonymous with the only difference that Article 147 could be 

associated with the signing and ratification as a solo act and in 418 as two different 

possibilities. Article 419 is not a big drawback because complaint means the will of a State 

to withdraw from a treaty while ratification is the same as approval (MontañoElmir Polo 

Galarza and 42-43). Furthermore, Article 120 defines the functions of the National 

Assembly and it states that it must approve or disapprove the international treaties that 

correspond to each case (Constitution of 2008). Thus, regarding the ratification of 

international agreements, the current Constitution presents these ambiguities. 

 

Moreover, an important issue to note is the care taken to prevent any international treaties 

that interfere with the sovereignty of the country. Thus, Article 22 says quote: 

 

“You may not enter into treaties or international instruments in which Ecuador cedes 

sovereign jurisdiction to international arbitration bodies in contractual or commercial 

disputes or between the state and private individuals or corporations.” 

 

Exceptions would be international treaties and instruments providing for the settlement of 
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disputes between states and citizens in Latin America by regional arbitration bodies or 

courts of designation of the signatory countries. Judges may not act as such States or their 

nationals as part of the dispute. 

 

In the case of disputes involving foreign debt, the Ecuadorian government promotes 

arbitration solutions depending on the origin of the claim, subject to the principles of 

transparency, equity, and international justice (Constitution of 2008). 

 

2.5 Sovereignty 

 

States represent the largest concern of international law but not the only one, for it has the 

function of regulating the relationship between nations, and the different international 

organizations as well as individuals. Thus, a feature that a State has sovereignty is also 

critical to international law. Thus, one can define sovereignty as the supreme authority not 

derived from any other (Aguilar 23). So, sovereignty has three fundamental aspects: 

external, internal, and territorial (Sorense 263-264). 

 

• The external aspect of sovereignty refers to the ability of a country to interact freely with 

other states, so it is also known by the name of independence (Sorense 264). 

• The internal aspect is the right of a state to determine its internal organs and institutions, 

establish its character, and provide for its operation; create laws and ensure compliance 

(Sorense 264). 

• The territorial aspect is the complete and exclusive authority of the State, especially as 

regards its territory, all that is within, above and below the latter. This represents a 

fundamental feature of international relations since the property is to be respected and to 

guarantee the effectiveness of international law (Sorense 264). 

Often it is believed that sovereignty is only the territorial aspect but it should be 

emphasized that the three aspects define sovereignty in full. Thus, it can be noted that the 

state has autonomy over internal and external affairs, as well as the independence to handle 

foreign policy. That is, that a sovereign is one who has authority within the territorial limits 

and its relations with the rest of the world. It also does not allow the interference of any 
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other subject of international law in their decisions nor to interfere in another sovereign 

state. In this sense there is the quality of respect given between nations, as well as the 

national and international law which they develop (Sorense 264-266). An example to 

understand the concept of sovereignty is what happened in March 2008 when Colombia 

conducted a raid in Ecuador without the authorization of that State which shall now be 

explained in detail. 

 

2.5.1 Angostura Attack which occurred in 2008 

 

On March 1, 2008, the Ecuadorian territory was attacked by the Colombian government, 

which was known as Operation Phoenix. In the Angostura area, belonging to the province 

of Sucumbíos, there was a camp of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia, FARC, 

among whom was Raul Reyes, the second in command of the group. Following the attack 

26 people were killed among who were: Reyes, Ecuadorian Franklin Aisalla and four 

Mexican students. At that time, the current Colombian President, Juan Manuel Santos, held 

the position of Minister of Defense, upon whom was placed a lot of responsibility for their 

part in violating Ecuadorian sovereignty. Thus, the military operation was carried out by 

the Colombian armed forces without notice to the Ecuadorian government, which broke 

diplomatic relations between the two countries (El País). 

 

Therefore, the problem that arose between the two states looked extremely uncomfortable. 

The Colombian ambassador was asked to leave the country, while the Ecuadorian 

ambassador in Bogota returned to Ecuador. Ecuadorian troops were sent to the border with 

Colombia, while President Correa sought assistance from international organizations and 

other countries-the Colombian attack could not go unpunished. Given this, Colombia 

celebrated for having taken a big step against terrorism noting that their action was in self-

defense, not to violate the sovereignty of its neighbor. However, the accusations against 

President Rafael Correa and some members of his government began to emerge for being 

allegedly involved with FARC. They found many complaints but no accurate proof, 

including the allegation of a donation of money from FARC to support Correa's election 
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campaign. The Ecuadorian president claimed that he was not involved in any way and 

arrived at the last instance to prove it. (El Universo). 

 

Furthermore, the Minister of Internal and External Security of Ecuador, Miguel Carvajal 

also spoke about this situation. He notes that the Colombian attack has brought the 

weaknesses in the country to light in terms of their defense systems and intelligence. For 

the insecurity in the border between Ecuador and Colombia has always existed and after the 

attack only worsened the situation. One of the reasons would be the lack of organization 

among military institutions (Ministry of Security Coordination). At that, Xavier Ponce, 

Minister of Defense, said that before fear takes hold of the population action must be taken 

on this issue. Therefore, great efforts were made to ensure that the police and armed forces 

implemented joint operations in vulnerable areas. Thus, protection has been strengthened 

on the border with the neighboring country to ensure security and to identify potential 

guerrilla camps inside Ecuador. Minister Ponce was clear to deny rumors about 

blackmailing Armed Forces. What the government is trying to do is to right the wrongs that 

have been demonstrated and strengthened security for the good of all (El Nuevo 

Empresario). 

 

Thus, on March 7, 2011 the XX Rio Group Summit held in the Dominican Republic, 

during which Correa blamed Colombia for the military action. During the meeting they 

spoke about an article of the Charter of the Organization of American States, which states 

that: “The territory of a State is inviolable, not subject to military occupation or of other 

measures of force taken by another State, directly or indirectly, on any grounds whatever, 

even temporarily nor territorial acquisitions or special advantages obtained either by force 

or by any other means of coercion "(Nieto). However, despite the tension experienced by 

the situation in which they found themselves, the host country's President, Leonel 

Fernandez was a great mediator, so that in the end Presidents Uribe and Correa said 

goodbye with a handshake. For this reason, it was thought that very soon the situation 

would be resolved but it only worsened (Nieto). 
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So, after several attempts to resume diplomatic relations in November 2010 Colombia and 

Ecuador finally made peace. This came during a summit of the Union of South American 

Nations, UNASUR, in Georgetown, Guyana, where the President of Ecuador Rafael Correa 

and the President of Colombia, Juan Manuel Santos, announced the full restoration of 

relations between these two countries (El Mundo). From this point on, they began to 

develop plans for cooperation and development between the two nations as they did before 

the incident in March 2008.  

 

2.6 Conclusion 

 

Diplomacy has been used for many years. With the creation of states and afterwards the 

increase of relations between them there was the need to create a code that guides the 

handling of it in the best way, while avoiding problems among countries that could even 

cause wars or disputes and which could involve more nations or states. So after a few 

attempts to create a valid international code they turned to the Vienna Convention on 

diplomatic relations in 1961, of which almost all countries of the world are members. 

Under this legislation proper diplomacy in the international community is conducted. 

However, despite the existing regulations, there have been several occasions when conflicts 

could not be avoided, but there have also been advantageous situations. In the case of 

Ecuador, there has been a foreign policy varied, both positively and negatively, by some of 

the examples cited. Thus, the analysis starts since President Rafael Correa began his term in 

2006 where I could highlight his great interest in maintaining enhanced participation in the 

global scenarios, especially within the region. To do this, the objectives that the President 

has are to strengthen American ties, and improve meetings between the industrialized 

countries since Latin American integration seems the best option at this time. 

 

As mentioned above, the Constitution of 2008 is the best example to show the purposes that 

the country had internationally and to amend some errors and inconsistencies that were 

included in the 1998 version. Well, the most important aspect to highlight is the fact that 

the Constitution has made the supreme law prevailing over other less important and 

international treaties, but unfortunately, this did not occur earlier. Thus, sovereignty of the 
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country seems to be weak which generated uncertainty for the country and its citizens. 

Thus, at present its uncertainty points to the need to be revised and thus be certain that 

foreign policy is being handled properly, especially nowadays when it is more active than 

ever. 

 

In this way, you can avoid the interference of other countries in the affairs of Ecuador and 

defend the rights as in all sovereign states. Therefore, after presenting the problem with 

Colombia whose central theme was the violation of Ecuadorian sovereignty, diplomatic 

relations were affected greatly. Moreover, the situation was complicated when, instead of 

apologizing Colombia showed great joy at having ended one of the leaders of the 

revolutionary group FARC. In contrast, in Ecuador there was a feeling of anger, because it 

showed that we are not safe in our own territory. Only after a long time have relations 

between the two countries resumed. For this we had the support of the international 

community and stressed the importance of diplomacy to resolve international conflicts.  
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CHAPTER III 

THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN A NEGOTIATION  

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Negotiation is an action that is present in every day of our lives. This can be at home with 

the family, at work, while they shop, in a meeting, that is, anywhere and at any time, where 

the goal is to reach a goal at the end of it. When the female begins to actively participate in 

the labor market, specifically in the field of negotiations,the benefits they could bringare 

often not taken into consideration. There is no doubt that they have the same abilities as 

men to develop fully in the position they want, however what is necessary is  to have 

adequate preparation (Team Latin American Justice and Gender 86-86). 

 

Thus, the ideal is that a woman is ready to exploit her skills. We need to develop strategies 

that will help to achieve the objectives and obtain the greatest benefit. Proper preparation 

complemented with the right tools ensures good performance, not only in negotiations, but 

in any field. Thus, whether in office or by leading a negotiating team, it should be tied to 

the interests that have been proposed and based on them to fulfill the role that has been 

designated (Team Latin American Justice and Gender 86-87). 

 

It is also important to realize that each scenario is different, so, it is essential to know the 

other side and how to act in the right way to convince them to agree. There are differences 

especially in international negotiations, where each country has its own culture and the 

need to act appropriately (Fisher, International Negotiation. The Transcultural Perspective 

140). Thus, the issue presented below is intended as a guide for women who want to give a 

stand out performance during a negotiation. 
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3.1.1 The ability of women to negotiate 

 

Aptitudes are features that some people enjoy, which are different from the abilities. For an 

activity with practice and effort can become an aptitude but hardly in an ability. Women 

possess certain virtues of their gender, such as intuition, empathy, and cooperation, among 

others that were long considered irrelevant for business. However, today we find ourselves 

in the information age, the inner strength is much more important than the physical and 

therefore becoming positive for the female gender who is exploiting their full potential, 

especially when negotiating (C.-N. Chu 72 to 73). 

 

Moreover, today there is an emerging of women's empowerment. This refers to a term 

created by the United Nations which aims to achieve further development of women. Thus 

empowerment means that you have power with, power for and power from, which are 

established as alternatives not to mention that it uses a power over, because this expression 

leads to misinterpretation and actions by its users. Thus, it seeks to eradicate gender 

discrimination towards women and facilitate their entry into different areas. For this reason, 

women in addition to their attitude and ability to negotiate, have every right to get involved 

in this field (Cañadas 135). 

 

Thus, companies today have shown the benefits of having female members to conduct their 

negotiations. According to a study by the School of Management at the University of Tel 

Aviv, they concluded that women are more competent to negotiate than men. As to these 

results, we designed simulation scenarios where several agreements were made. To my 

astonishment it was shown that the skills of the female gender were more productive than 

those of men, because the subtlety with which they implemented their strategies qualifies as 

the most suitable for the resolution of conflicts, and to obtain greater benefits to close an 

agreement (CIDIPAL.ORG). 

 

During the experiments, they adopted a friendly posture, which facilitates interaction and 

allows collaboration between the parties. Differently from men, women seek a win - win 

that is the result of the negotiation is satisfactory to all and do not focus on taking 
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advantage of the opponent. This is due to differences between genders, which influences 

the parties to make a deal because the goals and interests are the same, not because of the 

strategies used (CIDIPAL.ORG). On one hand, the competitive environment may generate 

a rewarding feeling because it tends to show tangible results, which is why men are headed 

this way. Moreover, the cooperation generates a quieter environment that is associated with 

female qualities. For a long time the competition was considered the tool to acquire 

benefits. However, in the new century empathy and collaboration are being highlighted, 

allowing optimal performance when interaction with the counterparty is permanent or for 

when future activities are desired (C.-N. Chu 35, 36, 37). 

 

Women also stand to play a role in mediating and resolving international conflicts. 

However, as noted by Francesco Maria Cañadas in his book, most negotiations take place 

to resolve various conflicts led by men, which is nothing new because in some countries 

female participation is minimal (Cañadas 131 - 132). For example, in the case of Ecuador, 

the late Guadalupe Larriva was desultory as Defense Minister in 2007. Many were amazed 

when President Rafael Correa assigned her this position; however, during the time that she 

remained in this office she was able to win the recognition of many (El Mundo). This 

example serves as evidence that women have the power to exercise any function, but often 

the male structure is maintained in certain institutions which precludes their insertion. 

 

So, another positive aspect of female participation in conflict resolution negotiations was 

the creation of Council Resolution 1325 of the UN Security Council in 2005 (Security 

Council). This document is very important since it was created based on the rights of 

gender equality and the protection of women and one of the objectives of the United 

Nations is to ensure peace and global security. Thus, the resolution establishes the 

importance of women’s’ contributions in mediating international disputes. To complement 

it there was created Resolution 1889, which has the same purpose but with an instruction to 

monitor the correct application of this. Moreover, in finding that sexual violence in conflict 

has extensive effects, Resolution 1820 functions as a brake to prevent this form of 

aggression. Given this, Resolution 1888 clearly states that the States involved in a 

particular dispute must ensure the protection of its citizens, especially women and children. 
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In turn, the Secretary General of the United Nations should appoint a representative whose 

job is to certify that sexual violence is prevented. Finally, Resolution 1960 collects and 

deepens all the intentions that are projected in the Program on Women, Peace, and Security 

which is a theme set in the international agenda (United Nations). 

 

Although female gender is managed under terms of collaboration, this does not mean that a 

woman is not a warrior when the situation warrants. It all depends on the circumstances in 

which they find themselves and the strategies planned. Therefore, the skills possessed by 

women in a negotiation must be complemented by adequate preparation for the final results 

to be the best. These qualities have been appreciated and admired, especially by men, who 

otherwise have criticized female tactics. Despite this, the effort over time has produced 

great results, because the development of women deserves recognition (Morales 6-7). This 

does not mean that man does not stand out, for there is no denying that the sums of the 

female and male qualities happen to be an excellent combination, where resources have 

optimized both (Martin Gonzales 196-197).  

 

Another important feature that is attributed to women is their ability to listen. This 

generates a sense of security and confidence to the counterparty and is a good technique to 

know in depth. There is no study which illustrates how to use this tool, you just have to 

focus and pay attention to everything done and said by the members of the opposing party, 

and this is known as active listening. This is the best way to recognize that the true interests 

of the negotiation and not only the position taken (Puchol 76-77). 

 

3.1.2 Is negotiation a learned or natural talent? 

 

Without realizing it, humans negotiate all the time in the day to day so it is not a difficult 

task but it takes practice to know how to it handle it correctly. Many say that this activity is 

natural, as there are those who have the ability to do so; however, trading is considered an 

art that can be perfected with practice and effort. Thus, active listening is listed as a useful 

tool that will teach you to understand and grasp the messages transmitted while a person 

speaks and performs gestures and movements. Thus, you can use persuasive tactics to take 
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advantage of what has been captured during the interaction with the other party (Paris, 

International Negotiation 169). 

 

Therefore it is said that "trading is basically trying to get what you want from the other" 

(Paris, International Negotiation 170). It seems easy to try to convince the other party, so it 

can be very tedious. Sometimes interests are totally opposite or simply different; the key 

here is to use various items and turn them into positives. This can become a big advantage 

because if they do not have the same goals it will be easier to make concessions in 

exchange for others that you feel are important. In these circumstances, the active listener 

makes it possible to perceive the demands of the customer and turn them into usable tactics 

in their favor. That is, if she uses the elements she has to convince the other party that 

accepting the agreement is to their benefit when, in fact, the opposite is true (C.-N. Chu 23-

25). 

 

3.1.3 Feminine Intuition 

 

Women at some point in their lives have put into practice feminine intuition. This is a 

feeling that occurs at different times such as when you have to make decisions. This is not a 

scientific procedure; you can simply say that it is the ability of women to perceive certain 

details that men do not detect (C.-N. Chu 93). It may be that the female gender, being 

aware of their own emotions has an easier grasp of the emotions of others. Thus, women 

get all the information you have around you, assess it, and then put it into practice as an 

alternative when they require ascertain or determine something (Nubiola 8). 

 

Thus, intuition is not planned, but rather is presented as a guide to different situations. For 

women, being more connected to their feelings and also paying more attention to other 

people, they become more sensitive, which explains this effect in brief. Many say that the 

feeling is very important for business, however, that it would be a terrible mistake to be 

governed solely by emotion. So if you have a suspicion, it must be supported by the 

relevant information and analysis. First, going with what you think about a certain business 

is a good starting point but should not become an absolute truth. Being intuitive must be 
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complemented by accurate foundations that help you to make the right decision (Patterson 

74-75). 

 

So, you can highlight a difference between the male and female mind. In the case of 

women, they think globally, are more flexible and collaborative. They are organized when 

they perform prior planning and long term with many details and specifications thereby 

enabling them to anticipate any eventuality. They need their own space and time to find 

themselves where they search their feelings and emotions, allowing reactivation of the 

positive and negative things that happen. Thus, women implement common sense and give 

way to subjectivity. In the case of males, they are more objective when it comes to acting; 

his ideas and proposals are linear and are governed by what is happening in the present. 

Moreover, they look to get results quickly and hope they fulfill their goals gradually. With 

this information you can appreciate the qualities of each genre, so if you get a balance be 

refined in negotiation techniques and any other field (Riso). 

 

There are some answers that attempt to explain the particular behavior of the female 

gender. This is possibly due to biological and socio-cultural characteristics that let you 

capture an intention in a simple nonverbal cue. Thus, over time they have become daily 

practices that are used unconsciously to maintain contact with others (Patterson 75-77). 

Another explanation with a more complete basis indicates that the woman has a part of the 

brain called the corpus callosum which when compared to a man's faculty for reason, 

allows the female certain reflections which are  generated without the need for prior 

analysis (FerrandoMercadé 38- 39). 

 

However, sometimes woman have had to adopt a male attitude to achieve their goals. This 

situation provides an inferior gender upset at having to behave in a way that is not 

appropriate. Fortunately, the female gender is considered almost no threat at present and as 

such this can sometimes be a great advantage. The tranquility that this gives the female 

figure to perform in a natural way with their own thoughts, attitudes, and skills allows for 

any activity to be done in the best way, especially with the security of not feeling rejection 

(C.-N. Chu 115 to 118). 
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3.1.4 Leadership 

 

Leadership is the ability to influence, lead, manage, and guide people to achieve a 

particular purpose; therefore, it is an attitude that has to assume responsibility and humility. 

Many experience this quality without having intended it because being in charge is not 

necessarily linked to business. However, it is not easy to handle the authority you have as 

this can be misinterpreted as abusing the power that one has obtained. Thus, it takes several 

qualities of particular knowledge and wisdom to reflect upon when making decisions as the 

consequences affect several people, not just the leader (Angulo Sánchez). 

 

As for the leadership role for women the impediments to develop this skill have existed and 

may still persist. In addition to possible discrimination and relegation to the female gender, 

there are sometimes those experiencing feelings of inferiority and inability to serve as 

leaders. In other cases it can be attributed to lack of experience or knowledge as to what 

that involves directing others. Despite this, being in front of a group of people to guide 

them and lead them in certain aspects is a male activity, but the female can also assume this 

role (AA 145-148). 

 

Do not forget that a leader needs the support of a group of people and vice versa, because it 

works for the collective benefit. One of the most important features that should be 

generated by the guide is trust. This quality is essential, as it allows the leader to know the 

points of view his team and become familiar with them, so it will be easier to meet the 

objectives. As they foster strong unity it allows direct influence in the most positive way. 

Furthermore, it is essential to establish clear rules for everyone to play by according to 

avoid misunderstandings. Therefore, effective leadership is one that reflects a good 

atmosphere for the rest. Do not be afraid to ask or communicate your thoughts, because 

with this develops credibility. Also, keep a balance between severity and patience, that is, 

hold a firm stance when necessary and a gentle one when the situation warrants. You need 

a leader who can adapt to different situations that allow planning, the implementing 

strategies, the achieving of goals and the demonstration of their ability to lead (Maxwell 

78-84). 
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Thus, the leader of a negotiation has a great responsibility, because being in charge of a 

team the consequences of their actions will affect everyone on it. Also, during the 

interaction with the partner, they must demonstrate the skills to lead and use all 

opportunities that arise to acquire maximum benefit. It should be noted that in a negotiation 

is not about taking advantage of the power that you have or the use of aggressive 

techniques but the smart tactics to influence others so that benefits are provided 

(CasaresArrangoiz 41-44). 

 

While there are general aspects to leadership, it is possible to differentiate specific forms 

and methods of men and women. Thus, there are two techniques for leadership: 

transactional which usually characterizes the male gender and transformational the female. 

However, this does not mean that sometimes both styles are not used since it depends on 

the circumstances. So how the transactional functions is primarily through an exchange 

between the leader and his followers, and for this the leader must know the interests of their 

supporters and planning based on them during the negotiation. This method is the most 

widely used traditionally implies the existence of duties and obligations as well as rewards 

and sanctions (AA 153-155). A clear example of this is the vertical hierarchy that existed 

formerly where the summit is occupied by the leader and the lower rung employees. 

 

Furthermore, the transformational system ascribed to the female gender is a compromise 

between the leader and members of his team. For this reason, certain elements should be 

presented as values of respect and friendship, feeling some identification with the leader, 

promoting methods for solving problems and initiatives that can be used in the long term. 

Because of these characteristics, integration and unity are very strong in this technique, 

which is good, especially because it is in a state of constant innovation (AA 153-154). The 

horizontal organization model used in some companies is an example of transformational 

leadership, as there is communication and collaboration among participants.  
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3.2 The negotiation 

 

Negotiation is a process that occurs in situations that are intended to improve, reconcile, or 

specify a particular aspect. Ideally, to finalize an agreement, satisfactory results have been 

obtained for parties. However, this is not always the case, as here it affects the interests and 

objectives to be achieved. Thus, there are positions that are used when interacting with the 

other party in order to meet the desired purposes (Gonzalez Garcia 7 - 8). 

Besides this, there must be certain conditions for possible negotiation. These are: the 

willingness of the participants to discuss and finalize an agreement, there must be a 

consideration of respect between the parties and they must consider the counterparts as 

friends but not as rivals, which goes hand in hand with the need to separate the people from 

the problem, which is a common mistake while having the interaction (Gonzalez Garcia 8-

9). 

 

3.2.1 Forms of negotiating 

 

Each country, region, company, and individual has a particular design to conduct a 

negotiation. During the interaction it involves several styles that complement the position to 

be taken against the other party. Thus it is said that a good negotiator is one who, in 

addition to using strategies that enable them to meet their objectives also relies on the other 

party and shows themselves to be trustworthy, because under these parameters are yielded 

the best results. On the contrary, if deceptive tactics and pressure are used, it causes 

intimidation which generates negative perceptions of others that influence the negotiation. 

Thus, we must know how to choose the attitude we are going to use with partners and 

couple it with the interest expected, even after the agreement (Gonzalez and Carrero 425-

426). 

 

Furthermore, we can distinguish two possibilities that can occur in the negotiation, which 

are: 
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•Win - Win . - This style is characterized by searching for positive results for both parties. 

The interaction takes place in an atmosphere of mutual trust that allows us to understand 

the other party and work on the basis of shared interests to expand opportunities for success 

thus establishing a harmonious relationship that creates the possibility of future 

negotiations (Dasí and Martinez 92-93). 

 

•Win - Lose. - This is developed through a strong competition between the parties. It 

necessarily implies that what one gains the other loses as everyone is focused on their own 

interests and how to achieve them. Therefore applying pressure, intimidation and lying are 

used as tactics to weaken the opponent. They should be careful what they say and make 

concessions as it can be an advantage to the counterpart (Dasí and Martinez 93-94). 

However, there are two positions that are used to project an image from which such tactics 

are derived. They are the competitive and the collaborative. Below are mentioned the 

features of each of them to help identify their role and how to apply them. Herein are used 

different attitudes whose characteristics are typical of the mentioned positions (Paris, 

International Negotiation 157). 

 

3.2.2 Competitive Negotiation 

 

A competitive negotiation is also known as traditional or haggling one. It is generated in a 

confrontation between the parties, since there is a conflict of interest to determine the 

winner at the conclusion of the agreement. In these situations, something has to give, which 

reduces the chances of maximizing the benefits due to a clash. Thus, to gain competitive 

advantage in a negotiation there should be an avoiding of concessions in the hope that the 

situation turns in our favor. Being a process similar to competition, eventually there is 

going to be a winner, where several tactics, applied knowledge, strategy, and force finalized 

the agreement (Paris, International Negotiation 157, 158). 

 

If a woman is negotiating in a competitive environment, you must maintain a rigid position 

and be somewhat intimidating. With this attitude will shown strength as long as you are 

sure of what you are defending. For this reason, one should be careful to recognize the 
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appropriate time to implement this method. Usually short negotiations have used this 

approach, and in the diplomatic sector one should apply this tactic as a last resort to (Paris, 

International Negotiation 161, 162). 

 

3.2.2.1 Before trading 

 

"If you do not know your enemy, but know yourself, the possibility of defeat is fifty 

percent. If you do not know your enemies nor yourself, a hundred battles, a hundred will 

defeat"(C.-N. Chu 183). Before starting a negotiation, a woman must be psychologically 

prepared for it. You should feel able to achieve victory in fulfilling the objectives.If the 

negotiator cannot convince herself that can win the negotiation, is not going to be 

successful by convincing the rest of the negotiation team.Thus, once the negotiations 

scheduled to display results that will provide benefits, from which it will begin to develop 

strategies (Gonzalez Garcia 19-20). However, there is the possibility that the counterparty 

is willing to negotiate, even though it has already been planned. This situation can become 

reality when circumstances anticipate a combative attitude and dominant by the other party. 

As a result, we need to develop strategies that produce a reaction in the other party and thus 

to rethink whether they should negotiate. It is therefore desirable to raise awareness of the 

problems associated with the failure to find a solution on time or you may have the 

advantages you get if you lend to negotiate. These recommendations are important because 

as a competitive method, the other party is not interested in more than their own objectives 

(Puchol 77-78). 

 

3.2.2.2 During the negotiation 

 

Each part consists of a negotiating team, therefore, beginning the dialogue can be a tense 

situation. You can start a conversation to break the ice and socialize a bit but there are times 

when it gets right down to business becoming somewhat aggressive. Despite being a tough 

reaction, it has proven to be a good strategy because you can get more benefits and realize 

rather quickly. If one is very kind and helpful it can be taken by the counterpart as a weak 

attitude and try to take advantage of it. However, in most negotiations is chosen socialize a 
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bit before entering their spheres of competence because they think it is important to know 

and be known in order to generate an image on the other either positively or negatively. 

The bottom line is that the watch team to learn to drive the development of the negotiation 

(Paris, International Negotiation 158). 

 

Under this view, it is not always possible to make an introduction before you start to 

negotiate, but it is making the initial proposal in which the aim is to demonstrate authority 

and dominion (Gonzalez Garcia 19-20). This situation becomes rule when offered, sold or 

proposes something, because usually nobody makes a better deal or lower without you have 

anticipated. So raise something is the first point and should be handled carefully as this 

defines the margins of what be negotiated. At this, the other party will perform a counter 

and start a confrontation that can be called "tug of war" because some will have to yield to 

the other win. This is where active listening is applied, i.e. not only watch what is said but 

also the attitudes and gestures which can express much more (Paris, International 

Negotiation 159). Furthermore, the strategy of the counterparty could be a false argument 

in which expresses its inability to give in, and may be accompanied by very valid 

arguments (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 57). 

 

To handle this type of negotiation ideally women possess certain characteristics. The ability 

to listen and dialogue are the most important because you have to know the other side and 

create a communications crossroads. It must demonstrate that it is willing to talk with 

which you can explore and manipulate later. Based on this, a woman can use her feminine 

intuition that although it was often left out, can be a very good tool when making a 

decision. Therefore, to possess these skills can be a good bargain, and although this may 

change constantly, it is necessary to adapt to victory (Paris, International Negotiation 159). 

  

3.2.2.3 Closing the negotiation 

 

While holding dialogue with the partner also involves a bargaining process, where some 

demand, given the other and vice versa. In the course of the interaction is to maintain a 

competitive position, which sometimes varies due to the circumstances. Thus, when the 
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agreement is about to close, we should establish how it will be done, because not 

onlyobjectives are negotiated but also how they are going to meet. It is important to 

emphasize this aspect, since the handled confrontational circumstances, could be used as a 

strategy to refuse to continue negotiations. For this reason, if the counterparty during the 

dialogue has used intimidation, aggression and has behaved too demanding, feel that can 

generate a deadlock, i.e. that despite the time spent not materialize agreement (Puchol138 ). 

A tactic used in fairly competitive negotiation is to wait until the last minute to make a 

deal; you do it when you know the limits of the other party. Also, if the counterparty is 

about to accept the agreement then you can do to back and start again. Thus, much time is 

lost and there is the possibility that others are withdrawn and no longer willing to negotiate. 

Therefore, there will always be a degree of uncertainty when closing a deal. Even if the 

deal is closed, there is the possibility that it is not met. In this case we would have to make 

new negotiations becoming very annoying for the parties. Failure to maintain these good 

relations could worsen to be complete (Paris, International Negotiation 161). 

 

Also, do not specify any respect in the negotiation, it will generate a zero-sum outcome. 

This means that the interests of the parties necessarily imply that one is the winner and the 

other the loser. Therefore, if no agreement is reached then no positive mutual gains so the 

consequences is a zero-sum effect. Faced with this attitude exists sum - positive, which 

occurs when the parties have the same preferences for resolutions. The two cases influence 

the achievements that are expected of negotiation (Gonzalez Garcia 20 -21). 

 

As explained above, the competitive negotiation may be effective but also lead to failure. 

One must know how to handle the posture adopted to avoid interaction unusable and end 

without agreement. It's good to keep in mind that if you take out a negotiation is too rigid 

because it is not expected to maintain a relationship after the fulfillment of the agreement or 

otherwise is in the wrong. So, try to get the agreement of the best way because when you 

are done you cannot know for certain whether it was positive or negative until we see 

fulfilled the objectives. 
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3.2.3 Collaborative Negotiation 

 

Collaborative or integral theory aims to conclude an agreement, which aims to be beneficial 

to both parties, which is why the strategy is a win-win negotiation. Since starting to develop 

business networks, such agreements arose, thereby ensuring a subsequent relationship 

through collaboration between partners. As it has been shown the advantage that you can 

acquire teamwork and not as enemies. Therefore, the interaction is based on objective 

dialogue with proposals that generate positive results. It also prevents any kind of 

aggression or confrontation, rather opt for effective solutions for both parties (Paris, 

International Negotiation 163). 

 

3.2.3.1 Prior negotiation 

 

Good planning is necessary in order to be effective in collaborative negotiation. The 

importance of being prepared will be demonstrated in the development of the agreement. 

Similarly, it can give way to improvisation, because if it is based on information known to 

the other party can be a good strategy. However, knowledge should not only the opponent 

but on your own computer, thus avoiding being surprised and security expressed during the 

dialogue. Thus, the ideas and proposals put forward strong arguments generate a good 

bargain (Paris, International Negotiation 164). 

 

Once you have enough information, make sure your team knows it too. Everyone should be 

aware of what is going to try and have no doubt about that. With all the information, and 

can be assigned a specific role for each negotiation. Along with this, a schedule of tasks and 

activities must be met before you start interacting with the other party. Then, we discuss 

possible problems while creating their own solutions. This way, you can simulate a 

negotiation that serve to warn the flaws and strengths of the team is important to strengthen 

the bargaining purposes, for not adopting collaborative stance is going to compromise on 

key issues (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 56-57). 
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You can also conduct a survey of the counterparty, to what is known as pre-trade. During 

this process it is to know a little about the opponents through an exchange of information, a 

technique to discover the distance is maintained with respect to the other party. In this 

sense, it generates an informal discussion which will define how it will bring real 

negotiation. This is a way to discover the interests and aspirations of the other side, as its 

only aim at this stage is to know matters of form and not substance. It can expose 

participants to the future interaction, but it is possible to specify the date and place where 

the meeting will take place, the estimated duration, the number of participants of the 

meeting, among other details. After investigating a bit and approach the true interests, 

starting negotiations will be much easier. However, if your staff has little experience, they 

could reveal crucial information, the same can happen with the counterparty. For this 

reason, it is essential to maintain a feedback with your team to correct the failures in time 

(FerrandoMercadé 72-73). 

 

3.2.3.2 During the negotiation 

 

The negotiation starts with a nice dialogue whichnot necessarily should be on the topic in 

question. Little it will pose formalizing the conversation to enter the field. From a 

conversation it can be discovered the main interest of the negotiation and it will conduct to 

the important part of the meeting.The deal involves collaborative negotiation sustain a good 

relationship based on trust, which will simplify things and in most cases does not take long 

to get a commitment. (Paris, International Negotiation 165). 

 

However, leading a collaborative stance not mean it's not professional, you must be much 

more careful to avoid misunderstandings. Therefore, if does not feel pressured by the other 

party to take advantage of the situation to find benefits (Paris, International Negotiation 

191-193). It is also good to do as many questions as necessary to clarify any dark spot or 

unfinished, provided that they are not uncomfortable or unwelcome to the counterparty. For 

this, it is good to step into the shoes of another and so understand certain actions and 

behaviors. In the same way you made questions, and they will also have to be prepared to 

answer them or avoid them. 
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Thus, there are different ways to proceed to dodge questions that do not want to reveal. For 

example, sometimes you can ignore some aspect if it is not an issue, you can answer only 

some or respond to questioning. You can also use the phrase that is not part of the 

negotiations that or else suggest the issue be left for later, which can be very effective 

without being disrespectful (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 60-61). 

 

As in the competitive manner, active listening is of utmost importance. It proceeds to look 

carefully all the gestures and the way the arguments presented. So if the negotiator is not 

sure what they desire and the capacity of the other party, it is best to refrain from making a 

proposal. Also, if you have not shared interests can to meet them at the time that the other 

party asked something. Actually, the giving and receiving grants is an excellent strategy if 

negotiations are stalled. This will proceed to close the deal, on the contrary, a threatening 

attitude can generate even more obstacles (Paris, International Negotiation 166). 

 

3.2.3.3 Closing the negotiation 

 

Remember that the purpose seeking collaborative negotiation is win - win. You could say it 

is a mature way to reach an agreement because both parties seek a peaceful and mutually 

beneficial. Therefore, established a good relationship in most cases will last until after the 

convention ended. As mentioned above, the interest must be taken not be shared, however, 

success will be reflected in trying to meet the main objectives of each part without affecting 

the treatment of both. The yield in this type of agreement is a positive as occurring 

advantages, because it creates the possibility of asking for something in return. Therefore, 

working with proposals focused on solving problems will preserve a strong and sustainable 

long-term (Paris, International Negotiation 168). 

 

Thus, there are three aspects that should be avoided in this position. First, the dialogue 

should develop in a harmonious yet formal. Apply pressure to convince the other 

counterparty distrust generated causing the gains achieved vanish. Second, keep a passive 

but with confidence and conviction to what he says. Thus, the perception that it generates in 

others will help you to gain their trust. Finally, not close to the positions of the other party, 
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on the contrary, show interest and concern for their goals that they may also be made aware 

of his (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 56-57). 

 

For this reason, the level of confidence that is acquired under this form of negotiation is a 

mutual strength. Many times the items are specified only by word and are so papers valid as 

them signing a paper. Undoubtedly, this level is achieved by getting results where both 

sides win, unless there are circumstances involving a modification of the agreement. For 

this it is necessary to specify some guidelines that will guide any subsequent agreement, to 

improve, upgrade, or exchange. However, as the collaborative negotiation is not essential in 

short-term treatment, it is easier to solve problems by maintaining a constant interaction. 

While you cannot keep this relationship with everyone with whom you interact, you have to 

know with whom they should act under this position (Paris, International Negotiation 168). 

 

3.3 Joint Negotiations 

 

This form is characterized by combining collaborative and competitive negotiating 

positions. This is widely used in practice, as it is very difficult to maintain a single style 

because the situations are changing and if you really are looking for something concrete 

then you are going to have to give in some circumstances and stand firm in other (Gonzalez 

Garcia 20).To demonstrate the application of both methodswe can analyze the negotiations 

for the renewal of the Andean Trade Preferences System, ATPDEA. This treaty in force 

since 1991, is the reduction of tariffs on products exported to the United States in return for 

their help in the fight against drug trafficking. Thus, the main interest of Ecuador against 

this agreement is that its effect is long-term, it is a very good alternative for the country 

(The Today). In these circumstances, the negotiation of the ATPDEA generates interest for 

both countries, so it remains both a collaborative attitude. However, the complexities of this 

focused on the lack of interest from the north country, although the ATPDEA is positive for 

Ecuador may no longer be for the other party (Reyes). 

 

Thus, Ecuador drew public-private strategy to get an extended renovation. In preparing 

these tactics,the representatives of the government and the business sectors attended. 
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However, before the formal interaction between countries, remained previous 

communications with the Secretary of State for Latin America, Arturo Valenzuela. The 

purpose was to learn about the perspectives on the possible renewal on the ATPDEA and 

reiterated the interest Ecuador has on this Deal( Association of Banana Exporters of 

Ecuador). 

 

However, while performing the dialogue between the two countries, a major drawback 

appeared. Ecuador and the United States broke off diplomatic relations when the U.S. 

Ambassador to Ecuador made comments against the Ecuadorian government. Given this 

scenario, many thought the United States would adopt a confrontational position and would 

take advantage of it to take advantage of ATPDEA. Therefore, both countries stayed out of 

an early solution to the small conflict occurred. The fear was that they would not renew the 

agreement which would complicate the situation for both countries, for the purposes for 

which it was created this initiative persist. However, there was created a gap between the 

commercial and diplomatic and show that while there was a confrontation in one aspect, 

you could get great advantages in another. Thus, on 13 October 2011, they finally managed 

to make the renewal of the ATPDEA for a period of 2 years, i.e. until 2013 (The Citizen). 

Thus, relations between countries develop perfectly, and will establish ongoing partnerships 

and productive purposes.  

 

3.4 The goals women want to reach in negotiation 

 

By nature humans have been trading daily in any medium, not just for work issues. 

However, there are increasingly situations that need to be resolved in this way. The most 

important thing to be considered are the goals to be achieved as a result of an agreement. 

Thus, in order to fulfill the objectives, they must always be present throughout the entire 

process or else you will have lost the sense of trading. However, the problem lies not only 

in our interest but also in how to deal with the other party in order to achieve them (Paris, 

International Negotiation 170). 
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However, whatever the skills held by a woman, the best strategy is to apply them properly 

in order to achieve the goal established. Well no one is like another and each act according 

to their capabilities but with the effort needed to succeed. Currently, female gender does not 

have to become an obstacle, by contrast must feel proud and enforced nowadays. That is, if 

they are not afraid of their femininity, then nobody will reject them. They should enjoy the 

benefits of being a woman during the deal, where they may be surprised by the delicately 

and male chivalry. Thus, women are at the same level or even higher than some men, so 

exploiting the feminine charm can be a strength and not a weakness (C.-N. Chu 104, 105). 

 

Although they work hard to meet the objectives, a woman must never give up the goals 

they have set. Whatever position they are taking over the other, the main thing is to fight 

for their purposes. There are negotiations whose purpose is weaken or take advantage of the 

other party, which is why, fidelity to their interests is essential to fulfill the end of an 

agreement. Both the chief negotiator and his team should never forget their responsibility; 

because both are part of a group with goals to fulfill. That is why, strategies have been 

previously designed to determine the possible consequences. Thus, women should focus on 

the role that concerns them and be confident of what they want to achieve (C.-N. Chu 162-

165). In addition, there are eight steps that must be taken into account in order to reach the 

objectives set, which can be applied both in a competitive negotiation as a collaborative 

(Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 230-233 ). 

 

3.4.1 Analysis of the problem 

 

A negotiation can have one or more objectives. It is necessary to analyze and rank among 

which are essential to achieve. While this may sound very simple, not always able to 

clearly identify a need versus a want. Therefore, a woman must learn to choose members of 

his negotiating team, with whom recognize the weaknesses and the strengths they possess, 

and discovering opponents strategies (Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 

230). 
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3.4.2 Awareness of own position 

 

Once you have determined the most important points to be discussed during the 

convention, you also have to set the minimum requirement of negotiation. Also, keep in 

mind the achievements expected, which should be based on reality and the possibilities that 

arise (Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 230). 

 

3.4.3 Analysis of the counterparts 

 

Acquiring as much information is critical in a negotiation, as this gives power within it. 

Meeting the other hand is the best strategy you can have, as this creates a clearer idea of the 

objectives they have and even the position they will take over the agreement (Veliz, 

International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 231) . To perform this analysis should employ 

active listening techniques and emotional intelligence, which will generate optimal results 

and accurate. 

 

Furthermore, it must be remembered that each negotiation is unique, because the people 

who have specific characteristics interact. It has to do only with the interests or goals that 

need but also to the different customs that are there in all cultures. This is why you cannot 

design a formula that can be applied in all trade agreements, the only way is to organize 

good planning according to topic (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 55). 

 

3.4.4 Preparation of the negotiating team 

 

Having a good team to work with and who you can trust is the key to meeting the goal. For 

each one of the members must be sufficiently capable of performing a given role. For this, 

we must explore the qualities of the participants and based on this, assign a charge 

according to their skills (Gonzalez Garcia 13-14). This is an emotional intelligence 

technique, in which the distribution of tasks improves the work and time for everyone. 

Furthermore, it is essential that they receive training to do a good job in negotiating, as the 
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success achieved by closing an agreement will be reflected in the practices (Ryback 165-

166). 

 

For this reason, instruction in communication skills is a good tactic because within it is 

included oral, written and gestural communication, the three of utmost importance when 

intervening. It is therefore recommended to make a negotiation simulation where you can 

correct and improve the tactics learned (Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 

231). Also, a motivated team demonstrates their talents and potential. A good tool stimulus 

is expected to set a level, which is set according to their capabilities and achievements 

should be rewarded and eventually become apparent positive results. 

 

3.4.5 Cross Communications 

 

Ideally handle an environment that creates harmony between the parties, which will 

produce good results. To do this, the interaction must be used with subtlety containing 

communication techniques learned. One of these tactics is to listen to the other party, which 

will create a good impression on the opponents while a benefit for allowing himself the true 

interests of the other (Gonzalez Garcia 16). Just as when listening, you should be very 

aware when speaking. Therefore, when making a proposal, you must submit complete and 

not in parts, since you can lose a lot by doing it this way. However, take note that if at some 

point yields could push for the counterparty will too. That is, you have to ask for something 

to change in response to what you've given. Here you can get important opportunities if not 

achieved full agreement, if you can bring the negotiations on these parameters will become 

a very good strategy. Moreover, we must be careful to look respects, such as (Veliz, 

International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 231-233). 

 

• Before trading make sure you know exactly who made the interaction. Well, in a deal is a 

waste of time maintaining dialogue with officials who are not decision makers or are not in 

charge. This may be a dishonest practice to learn and gain advantage (Veliz, International 

Trade: Business Secrets 2000 231-233). 
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• It is essential to be aware of the time it is taking the negotiation. If the process takes too 

long all you get is an extension ending, where the chances are it will not come to any 

agreement. In these cases the organization shows more women to seek to optimize the time, 

so you can assign a longer period the points that require further analysis. Males try to speed 

up the process to get results as soon as possible (FerrandoMercadé 72). 

 

• The counterparty may petition greatly exaggerated involving a unique benefit and does 

not care if the opponent generates losses. In these cases the only interest is to finalize 

negotiations and not the good relations after the same. In addition, at the end of the 

negotiation can request exceeded that generate pressure to fulfill any concession not 

granted before (Gonzalez Garcia 19). 

 

• This situation is linked to the possibility in which not give any kind of concession. The 

position in which it handles the other hand is very strong and are not willing to lose 

anything or give anything. By maintaining this position goes against the meaning of 

negotiation in which you have to reach an agreement between the parties (Gonzalez Garcia 

19). 

 

• Finally, know as much information from the other party is very important, as they can 

present false and erroneous values. However, we must be very attentive to discover if there 

is any inconsistency. Well if you mistakenly swayed by false information, not only be 

conditioned by these but can confuse them with accurate (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & 

Technique 57). 

 

3.4.6 Construction of the agreement 

 

To reach a deal a process of negotiation has to occur, in which both parties have submitted 

their proposals. Therefore, there must be very resourceful for dialogue with either new 

proposals or present ideas in an advantageous way. In the end, you can designate a group to 

be responsible for complete details pending (Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 
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2000 232). However, we must be vigilant and keep track of the proposals to be made, 

because sometimes you have a great alternative that is earned as interest, it has different 

results than desired (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 57 ). 

 

3.4.7 Drafting the agreement 

 

Once it has reached an agreement, we must write it with due caution. For this reason, a 

good option is to do it with members of both parties to avoid future claims (Veliz, 

International Trade: Business Secrets 2000 232). The agreement must accurately reflect the 

agreement without leaving any details however minimal. To find that the parties are 

satisfied with them and agreed to seal the commitment must contain the signatures of 

representatives of each party (GuzmánChumo 28). 

 

3.4.8 Compliance agreements 

 

During negotiation methods must be established to serve as a guarantee that they will fulfill 

the agreements. Also, it is useful to set the procedure for resolving disputes that may arise. 

Ideally, the contract is carried out in the best way but not always the case. It is therefore 

useful to keep a constant revision of the document in order to keep updated and so the 

agreement is made as stipulated (Gonzalez Garcia 10). Thus, applying the above techniques 

can meet the targets set for the negotiation. 

 

3.5 The achievements you can get if you knows well this art 

 

"Being a woman can work in your favor or against you" (C.-N. Chu 103). While the 

woman's life represents a challenge to think they have an inferior status, now this has 

changed much. The advantages and disadvantages are not privileges but only the female 

gender in general of all human beings, as in the path that takes you succeed you will be 

presented all kinds of situations, and you depend as confronts. This situation is the same 

when conducting a negotiation, where one must begin by recognizing the resources that are 

available, including negative and thus visualize the best way to create strategies and profit 
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with them. Thus, often the projects appear to be positive, are less beneficial than those that 

generate some doubt. That is why, identify weaknesses and turn them into weapons that 

favor is the secret for victory both in work and in everyday life (C.-N. Chu 102, 103). 

 

In addition to the above, it must be remembered that the negotiation based competition is 

not as efficient as it seeks cooperation between the parties. It is for this reason that today's 

way of making agreements is taking a different way, where the focus is on good relations 

are maintained with the counterparty, with excellent results to be obtained to close a deal. 

This change has resulted in a better performance in the role of women within the 

negotiating processes. For female characteristics allow them to feel more comfortable to 

handle situations that conflict peaceful, making it a great opportunity for women to get 

more achievements (Babcock and Laschever 9-10). 

 

Furthermore, in certain circumstances it has been shown that if an agreement is not 

substantially optimal for a party, will not generate the expected results for any of them. 

That is, it may not be reached to fulfill the agreement, or is this again a conflict and thus 

deteriorates the relationship and dialogue. Thus, the present scenario tends to acquire a 

position of conflict and defense, which goes against what is intended now to implement a 

negotiation emotionally intelligent. This form of trading is focused on optimizing resources 

for those involved, for this reason, most transactions in the world are carried out under this 

system considered sophisticated and personalized tangible effects (Ryback 169-170). 

 

Also, hiring emotionally intelligent negotiation is synonymous with an agreement based on 

trust of those who carry it. For this, he has put aside the intimidation and deception as 

practical tools to acquire greater benefits, even if they plan to keep in touch after the deal 

closes. Peaceful resolution is presented as an optimal alternative that lets you play its role in 

order to fulfill their interests so that combative attitude should be used as a last resort and 

when the situation demands (Ryback 170-172). Thus, it is necessary to create an effective 

negotiation that guarantees victory and avoid unfavorable errors as presented below: 
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3.5.1 The defeat 

 

Before starting a negotiation, the objectives to be met at the end of it should be established. 

However, there are times when they cannot be made and it all ends in an inevitable defeat. 

This can occur for various reasons such as: negotiation lasted too and missed the initial 

sense, the goals are unrealistic or impossible to achieve, the proposals are not advantageous 

for one, among many others (C.-N. Chu 254 - 259). 

 

3.5.2 Ignore resources 

 

Sometimes ignored possess the resources and when he realizes its limitations it is too late. 

This can be a common mistake if a woman has not sufficiently investigated or if a diagnosis 

has been used to discover the true potential. You can also arise in the case where you try to 

achieve something that is beyond the scope of their abilities causing a big disappointment. 

Today women experience these conditions in your life to show that gender is not an 

impediment, too idealized and work turns against him. Also, impatience can take to make 

proposals that exceed the limits for negotiations and instead of being an advantage is a 

detriment. Therefore, it is essential to focus on the role to be played, which is optimal to 

avoid failure (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 64-65). 

 

3.5.2 Little preparation of the leader 

 

The negotiating team leader is the person responsible for the good performance during this 

process, so that their capabilities are crucial to direct. If there is not a preparation for the 

position, then you will experience great frustration which extends to the group members. In 

this way, the planned impediments increase in order to apply interaction. This can result in 

chaos, as leading to the inefficiency of the other participants try to take control, while it 

may be an appropriate action under the circumstances, it may also worsen the situation. For 

these reasons, it is desirable to appoint a person who has experience in this area, with 

initiative to lead and can improvise in difficult situations, and that lack of experience is 

another feature that leads to defeat (C.-N. Chu 254 to 256). 
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It may also be the case where the leader is very efficient but not the team you work with. 

The person in charge shall be strong and try to do the work of all resulting exhausting both 

physically and mentally, so that the results will be negative. The best results are achieved 

with the support and effort of all those who fight for the same cause, if not the reality in this 

manner then it has to be corrected immediately. So much importance is attributed to the 

guide, where one of his main tasks is to choose competent people who can put into practice 

the techniques planned for negotiation (C.-N. Chu 255-256). 

 

More than this, it is important to create a good atmosphere in the group to avoid internal 

problems. The leader must keep a friendly attitude yet firm, where he was not going to 

underestimate but there is no suspicion to approach. This creates a climate conducive to 

work with confidence, where everyone can contribute with ideas, suggestions and sincerely 

keep his thoughts for fear of being rejected. To accomplish this, the leader must know how 

to behave with a positive attitude to his team. We must try to find the virtues that have each 

of the members and not focus solely on their mistakes and weaknesses, otherwise, you will 

get an unmotivated group, which could go against him. Thus, to avoid problems with 

partners can be very useful to avoid inconveniences (C.-N. Chu 257). Within this context it 

is important to mention that women have leadership skills. First, the female has ability to 

lead but not to send. To highlight this distinction is crucial to practice it because there is to 

know appoint tasks from sorting. By confusing the roles and misuse of power distorts the 

image of a true leader, who will not manage your work as it should. Thus, in the past 

women mistakenly believe that by applying the techniques used by men would succeed. 

Fortunately, today it has been found that by adopting their own techniques give good 

results (FerrandoMercadé 68-70). 

 

3.5.4 A strategy poorly prepared 

 

To start a negotiation, all participants need to know the role they will perform. Otherwise, 

you will be unable to fulfill their duties either because not known or has not understood 

what to do. That is why, there are several possibilities that cause poor performance, where 

the most common cause is given for not having clear objectives. Consequently, deteriorates 
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during the negotiation and hurts the entire team, since often requires planning a joint 

intervention, thus the damage also involves everyone. Other times, it happens that there is a 

precise approach to implement the strategies, so that maneuvers are failed to be aimed not 

at the exact address. Therefore, pre-planning to establish the techniques used is the key tool 

that will allow an optimal outcome (Amaya, Negotiation: Art & Technique 47-48). 

 

Therefore, to make proper preparation reduces the risks of a bad performance. In this way, 

both the leader and his followers are responsible for a proper training in negotiating 

because everyone has a role to play. If you know you have the potential, if not familiar with 

the interests to obtain, if not striving to make what has been entrusted to achieve then do 

not expect anything but failure. Part of the success is the way they act and function to 

generate new opportunities and transform knowledge into skills (Amaya, Negotiation: Art 

& Technique 47-48). 

 

Below is presented a woman who has earned the recognition and admiration worldwide. 

IvonneBaki had been a great political career in positions of Ambassador, Honorary Consul, 

President of the Andean Pact, among others that have been known to highlight (if you can 

Ecuador). However, today she is the Chief Negotiator Project Yasuní - ITT (Ishpingo, 

Tampococha, Tiputini), which has a global significance. It aims to preserve underground 

846 barrels of oil found in Yasuní National Park, considered one of the most biodiverse 

areas on the planet. Thus, in exchange for the non-exploitation of oil is required to offset 

global economic contribution which would represent the country for its use, at the same 

time, it serves to guarantee the conservation of the environment (Yasuní - ITT creates a 

new world). 

 

Thus, the project leader has done hard work. What is required of the initiative is to 

convince both within the country and the rest of the international community. The goals 

and objectives are raised, for what you are using the right strategies to pursue them. 

Therefore, already has the support of countries that have decided to contribute to the 

project, these are: France, Italy, Spain, Belgium, Germany and Iran. But it is expected that 
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after the great performance that has IvonneBaki, the contribution will get many more 

(Yasuní - ITT creates a new world). 

 

Thus, the accompanying feeling is rewarding achievements, it is the result of hard work and 

effort. Someone is forging the way and cannot be swayed by the problem but the solution. 

Whether you propose an alternative and feel free to submit something new and different. 

The best strategies are those that cause surprise in the other, this can be found in what has 

been rejected as a difficulty. Therefore, do not reject what is not known, because sometimes 

people are driven by what they think and it is not good. However, it is necessary to identify 

the difficulties of the impossible because sometimes the goals are unrealistic and if they 

will not comply. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

Without realizing it, people spend much of their time negotiating on different subjects and 

in different circumstances. However, not everyone knows how to do it properly, although 

women could play a better role in negotiating. For women the skills and abilities, they 

become more sensitive compared to the other party and surprisingly for many, this leads 

them to succeed. Knowing the wishes of the partner and themselves is fundamental to 

interact with each other, making it a simple task for the female gender. Long ago, women 

were criticized for being very cooperative and subtle in business, however, are now prized 

by many virtues. Fortunately, companies are realizing the great potential of their workers, 

especially when it comes to negotiating. For the female characteristics leads to be more 

willing to reach an agreement, to maintain better relationships and thus get better results. 

 

A woman is very aware of their emotions but so are the reactions of the counterparty. It 

must be very attentive when you are face to face the opponent, and that gestures are often 

more effective than words. So it is important to be aware of everything that is said to keep 

certain important details, that is, you have to manage active listening to capture all the 

necessary information. Furthermore, it is essential to define the position to be driving in the 

negotiation, which may be collaborative or competitive. Each will depend on the objectives 
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that have been raised, the ratio is expected once the agreement is reached and the image 

you want to project. For a long-term relationship has to implement a collaborative way in 

which the most important is support and seek mutual benefits. On the other hand, seeks 

competitive major advantage with aggressive ensures that no subsequent contact. Thus, 

during the pendency of the agreement must be aware of every detail before, during and 

after the negotiation. Whatever the attitude to be adopted, it takes some preparation to 

perform well during interaction. 

 

You can also have one or more objectives of the negotiation. The important thing is that 

they are clear on all points that are to be met and if necessary to know the hierarchical order 

to be made and that can be put aside. Goals should be known by the whole team and you 

have to clarify any questions you have about the procedure because ignorance leads to 

failure. Sometimes they may have shared interests between the parties but may be contrary. 

If expected different objectives of the agreement a good tactic is to ask for something in 

return when offering a concession, so you can get many benefits and finalize the agreement. 

Upon closing the deal it is important to draft the agreement which must clearly state all 

points negotiated without overlooking any details. Furthermore, it has to include how you 

are going to fulfill the treaty and not be amiss to point out the means to be used to resolve 

any issues that may arise. 

 

Thus, a negotiation when handled delicately and clearly, with a properly trained and 

prepared team will lead to success. For this it is important to have a good leader who can 

manage and lead your team, where trust is the foundation for achieving a good 

performance. Otherwise, a person who cannot drive their leadership position will create 

many conflicts causing certain defeat. So it is important to avoid unrealistic goals or to give 

many concessions that you will not be able to fulfill. While difficulties may arise, they must 

be taken as something positive which can be taken advantage of to get something better. A 

woman has the ability and the strength to overcome the drawbacks and with proper 

planning, training and education she can win. For the virtues possessed by the female are 

many and are being appreciated, so they have to take advantage of this and demonstrate that 

achievementscan be accomplished.  
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CHAPTER IV 

WOMAN IN DIPLOMATIC NEGOTIATIONS IN ECUADOR 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

Currently, knowing how to negotiate has become a necessity. Not only for trying to reach 

an agreement between the parties, but to get the maximum benefits. Thus, in international 

negotiations are increasing, because through them you obtain advantages that enable the 

development of nations. Therefore, you must find the best way to implement them, taking 

into account the parties to an agreement, the objectives that you want to have and all this 

without neglecting the interests of both sides. Thus, it is important to know about 

diplomatic negotiations and how they should be handled (Rodriguez). 

In addition, international activity is increasingly complex, not only for continuing 

negotiations by Ecuador and with other countries and organizations, but also by the 

potential conflicts that may arise as a result of the interaction. Against this background, 

managing international relations by applying the art of diplomacy is the best option you 

have to have positive results (Aguiar 304). However, either due to lack of experience or 

knowledge on the subject, negotiators and Ecuadorian negotiators in particular need to 

master this practice. So then this type of trading will be explained, where there will 

provided some strategies and difficulties experienced by some Ecuadorian women involved 

in this field. 

4.1.1 Diplomatic Negotiations 

When we mention the word negotiation, this can make references to two branches. On the 

one hand, it is what takes place between two or more parties to resolve an issue of any kind. 

The second applies to the treatment of two or more states, whose purpose it is to resolve 

international issues, i.e. diplomatic negotiation. This is done through diplomatic agents as 

they are the representatives of the state and responsible for managing its relations with the 

rest of the world. For this reason, diplomacy is not only the most effective way to solve 

disputes, but also the oldest (Perez de Cuellar, Manual of Diplomatic Law 138-139). 
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In this way, you can define a diplomatic negotiation as a "legal and administrative 

procedure by which governments, in the exercise of their indisputable powers conduct their 

mutual relations and discuss, manage and resolve their disputes" (Aguiar 304). That is, it 

seeks to create a harmonious atmosphere in the international community through a tool 

made for this intention.” 

4.1.1.2 How to manage diplomatic negotiations 

Usually, a negotiation takes effect when there is a conflict between two parties, as well as 

when seeking better benefits through agreement. Bear in mind that if you conduct a 

negotiation with possibilities to accomplish something. In other circumstances, the 

interaction between the parties may be a strategy used as a means of distraction, that is, as a 

way to divert attention from the relevant issues. However, conducting a worldwide 

agreement is more complex because several factors such as customs, language, and the 

legal aspect, since every country has a constitution and differentlaw from the others. Thus, 

knowing how to handle a diplomatic settlement is essential today (Paris, 

NegociacionInternational 156). 

Therefore, it is said that the negotiation is the essence of diplomacy because through it 

contact is maintained with the outside world. Thus, the diplomatic missions are performing 

functions to represent the state and participate in negotiations. These constants are in 

agreements and treaties, because every day relations are more common, either for interests 

in foreign policy or trying to resolve conflicts. However, whatever the subject being treated 

care must be taken with certain aspects which, if misused, could cause problems 

(Decentralized Cooperation). Here are listed some tips to be observed when in dialogue 

against the other party: 

• Treat common interests first and put off points where discrepancies will exist. 

• Generate a balance of advantages in the matters to be treated. 

• No rush negotiation. Take the time necessary to fulfill the objectives. 

• Demonstrate respect, cordiality, sincerity, and good sense when talking. 
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• Defend objectives firmly but with some flexibility to employ strategies. 

• Avoid strong arguments; it is very difficult to resume trading if relations are 

affected. 

• Interact with prudence and wisdom. 

• Try to make the other party think that good ideas are raised by them. 

Long time ago, the world was developing around a classical diplomacy, where situations 

were resolved with a more rigid protocol. This kind of diplomacy was developed in the 

fifteenth century, which was handled on a bilateral basis and only by the governments of 

the countries, however, this is operating a little differently today. There is more contact 

between the countries, which is an advantage and disadvantage at the same time. That is, 

greater contact allows greater benefits for countries that allow progress and development in 

terms of international politics. For this reason, it seeks to resolve international conflicts 

through diplomacy, because its objective is to solve problems through peaceful methods 

with positive end parts (Decentralized Cooperation).  

4.1.1.3 Requirements to conduct diplomatic negotiations 

There are certain conditions required for diplomatic negotiations so that they unfold 

effectively. There must be at least one option that is negotiated between the parties, 

otherwise, even if there is willingness among the parties, they will never reach an 

agreement. Another necessary condition is that the partners are suited to negotiate which is 

complemented by the willingness of the parties to commit to an agreement. While these 

seem obvious, they are not always present when you start the dialogue. So in practice it can 

be difficult for the parties to have a real and sincere interest or have the necessary training 

to perform it. Under these circumstances, in the course of the negotiation it will become 

obvious who is known for their high performance and those who fail because of their 

inability to handle the treaty, so that leaders have advantages to adapt the conditions to their 

advantage (Decentralized Cooperation). 
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Thus, diplomatic negotiations may take on various issues. In Ecuador, these issues are 

based on the country's sovereignty, Latin American integration, foreign investment, all with 

the purpose of maintaining peaceful relations internationally and so be involved in the 

world economy. In this way the country through its markets can diversify and enjoy 

benefits for the state. Ecuador's participation on the world stage should be to benefit the 

country and all its citizens (Salvador, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade, and Integration). 

Thus, there are cases where it is intended to solve small problems quickly and easily. At 

other times the situation is too complicated, where negotiation times become longer and 

even more engaging to participants to can cure and prevent further conflict. However, there 

are a variety of issues that may arise at the international level, whether they are political, 

cultural, border related, and shared interests, to generate benefits at for both sides. Bear in 

mind that this has nothing to do with the position or style to be employed at the time of the 

dialogue between the parties (Decentralized Cooperation).  

Thus, personal style plays a key role and is another requirement for negotiation as this 

aspect may be formed by one or several factors which characterize its behavior against the 

various circumstances that arise during the negotiation. Therefore, it should be planned in 

advance and complemented by a competitive or a collaborative approach taken. However, 

since each treaty is different one must know how to address it (Shell 235). 

While you cannot establish a single international trading method, you can decide upon 

some things to consider. We begin by defining the kind of agreements intended for contact 

with different customs, where you will find different views that should not be questioned 

but respected. All these aspects influence to the results of a positive or negative agreement.  

4.1.1.4 Development of strategies 

During the preparation for negotiation it is essential to establish the goals and interests we 

at the end of the agreement. However, it is important to know the meaning and difference 

between the terms strategy and tactics. Strategy is the tool that will lead us to the goal set, 

while the tactic is the procedure through which put into practice the strategies (Amaya, 

Negotiation: Art & Technique 34). 
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Thus, in order to carry out a negotiation the following techniques can be put into practice: 

• Develop a strategy that would produce the expected results. 

• Know in depth what you want, and the strengths and weaknesses that you need to 

use for an effective tactic. 

• Generate an offensive or defensive plan, according to the type of agreement and 

background information; all coordinated with the goals you wish to achieve (CN 

Chu 24-25). 

In the case of diplomatic agreements, the way they are perceived as to a particular problem 

or issue is what will lead to the application of a particular method (Capetillo). 

It is sometimes believed that the best strategy is to persuade to obtain greater advantages or 

opportunities from the other party. However, one cannot always use an offensive 

negotiation since it must be supplemented with the position to be handled during the 

dialogue. The interaction that occurs during the agreement is not linear, since it can vary 

and members must adapt to different situations, so, if your strategy was defensive it may 

change to an offensive one. The design of the strategy must be flexible and strong, allowing 

it to be offensive not only to maintain a rigid posture but also as a way to defend yourself 

from attack. However, this may also be a ploy by the counterparty, so do not trust them 

completely and analyze the behavior and since not all negotiations are handled with tactics 

that are ethical (CN Chu 24-31). 

4.2 Basis for defining an international negotiating strategy 

Being an international negotiator, care must be taken with all the details, because they 

cannot be ignored since it can backfire. Therefore, the development of a tactic requires 

great care and it is important to note the following. It is necessary to define the negotiation, 

i.e. frame it in an environment where there can be a dialogue, and you can use a language 

that denotes seriousness. Furthermore, it must be shown or specified that the negotiation 

will be based on the principle of good faith which will facilitate the compromise between 

the parties. Thus keep messages clear and precise to allow accurate conversations 
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implemented so that the strategies develop (Veliz, International Trade: Business Secrets 

2000 233). 

That's why, when creating strategies, they must be handled under firm principles that 

support them. While there is some flexibility which may give way to improvisation, this is 

not always good because it damages a professional image. That is, it make one seem he was 

not ready for interaction and nor knows the subject. With proper preparation, you can 

handle a good dialogue and present proposals and listen to the other party. Be sure to be 

respectful and avoid interrupting the speaker, because you want to gain the trust of the 

other. Thus, it is easier to expose the interests that you have, making concessions and 

making requests. Moreover, in international negotiations they ideally reach a reasonable 

agreement that is beneficial to both parties if possible (Veliz, International Trade: Business 

Secrets 2000 233). 

4.2.1 Differences between Domestic and International trading 

While national and international negotiations take place in different settings, the elements 

used for its development are the same. For any type of agreement the parties are prepared, 

have objectives and strategies to be used in order to fulfill their missions. With 

globalization, these similarities are increasing, as it tries to bring the situation under a 

general protocol to facilitate the process. However, it is the environment that generally 

differs between national and international agreements (Garcia 8-9). Thus, there are many 

aspects that influence international negotiations. The political, economic, environmental, 

and especially cultural aspects are points which have an effect, in an out of the borders of a 

country. Speakers become paramount factors, as they can cause sudden changes in the 

course of interaction. This is bound to have a specific background that agreement, that is, 

not all negotiations occur in positive terms. Diplomatic agreements sometimes try to 

resolve disputes and everything that happens and what is said will have implications for the 

dialogue between the parties. If it were a commercial treaty then the risk could also 

influence an international treaty, so there are several aspects that should be considered 

during the negotiation process (Fisher, International Negotiation. Transcultural Perspective 

34-35). 
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Besides this, the legal framework of each country is another important variable that affects 

the negotiation. As each state has its own legal basis its representative, in some ways, can 

be a major constraint. This does not always mean it is a problem that will not achieve 

anything concrete but conditions and difficulties can delays the closing of an agreement 

(Garcia). Thus, it requires a whole process in terms of international treaties. In the case of 

national agreements they become more simple and convenient, as the parties know the rules 

and regulations of the country. However, a great preparation is essential to enable it to 

adapt to different situations and act in the most way either outside or inside the country 

(Garcia 8-9). Another difference between national negotiations and the international field is 

where the interaction is to be held. There are three possibilities (Freijeiro, Garcia and 

Loureiro 153):  

•Within the territory:  this option is positive and advantageous because it allows 

you to develop the talks in a known place and generate confidence and security 

during the interaction. For all these reasons it could be easier to assume the 

leadership position in front of the other party, who may be intimidated and even 

somewhat uncomfortable (Freijeiro, Garcia and Loureiro 153). 

•Outside the territory: being within the territory of the other party provides certain 

benefits, as explained in the previous case. However, to be in your space allows for 

learning more about the other party and it can unfold into a situation where you feel 

safe (Freijeiro, Garcia, and Loureiro 153). 

•Neutral territory:  this is a very good choice, because choosing a neutral place for 

negotiation allows both parties be in the same conditions. So start the dialogue in a 

fair territory would be a start, and then they could meet on their own ground 

(Freijeiro, Garcia, and Loureiro 153). 

4.2.2 Cultural diversity in international negotiations 

Dealing with a different country presents a very important element that should be taken into 

account, the cultural aspect. This represents a difference between national and international 

agreements since leaving the country involves many changes that can affect one positively 
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or negatively based on the preparation you do. Thus, people create stereotypes about 

different cultures and nationalities which can have a strong influence upon direct contact. 

This perception causing the behavior is conditioned by the other party from the moment of 

greeting, dialogue, gestures, and attitude after the meeting. For this reason, international 

negotiation can be a challenge where there's no room for improvisation. One should 

conduct a thorough research on the culture of the country to which they belong to have a 

successful meeting. Despite this, a profile negotiator should be used as a guide for styles 

that are applied during the interaction which depends very much on the personality of the 

negotiator (Shell 237). 

To initiate contact with the other party, the first impression is the most important. You 

should be very careful with your presentation when meeting the other party, because what 

you say, do and even what you wear is the image you project and is unlikely to change. For 

Latin Americans, a reputation which is not considered the best is characterized by being 

unprofessional, acting with much improvisation, being very subjective, cheerful, or 

friendly. Also, the French are said to have a sense of superiority, the Germans, very strict 

and inflexible, Americans are said go straight to the point and do not personalize 

relationships thereby seeking quick results (Paris 212-213). Besides these there are many 

more profiles according to the region and the country to which they belong. Therefore, to 

facilitate trading, experts have classified the countries of similar cultures and practices that 

must be taken into account if it is to maintain contact with them (Altschul 62). 

Another very important thing to consider is the language, because being an international 

negotiation it is likely that the language will not be the same. If you do not speak the same 

language then the other party must be prepared either with a team member who can help a 

translator must be hired for the negotiation. Surely the other party will be prepared in the 

same way and other who needs a translator during interaction will notify you that there will 

be a professional there so as not to feel uncomfortable. But if you do not speak the same 

language, texts and agreements must be in the language of the counterparty since this will 

demonstrate professionalism and respect for others (Paris 212). 

For the different customs and cultures, they can be classified into (Garcia 10): 
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• High context cultures. - are those in which the information used is not accurate. 

They handle a type of communication centered on the feelings of people. However, 

it is characterized by worry about the circumstances that are occurring in the 

negotiation rather than the expressions of its participants. Among those in this type 

of culture are Arabs and Japanese (Garcia 10). 

• Low context cultures. - The negotiation is based on real criteria, clear and concise, 

leaving aside subjectivity. Members say directly what they think through verbal 

and non-verbal ways to convey their thoughts. This way of communicating is 

typical of countries like Germany, England, and the United States (Garcia 10). 

Given these arguments, it denotes the importance of knowing the culture of each country. 

This way, you can have the correct preparation when face to face with different customs. In 

contrast, avoid misconceptions which could impair the interaction permanently. Whether it 

is the manner in which power is conceived, the way in which decisions are made, the 

attitudes adopted during the dialogue, cooperation, or confrontation that exists between the 

parties, everything is handled differently according to where each one comes from. 

Therefore, it is best to adapt to different situations to generate harmony and allow 

negotiations to take place. So, do not despise the attitudes of the other, because it is not 

important for you and will be essential to the other.  

4.2.3 Variables Affecting International Negotiations 

At the time of the negotiation, aspects which can affect an international negotiation can be 

present. Many times certain differences are neglected and is thought, erroneously, that the 

meeting can be handled the way one is accustomed to doing it. However, in reality many 

misunderstanding, disgust, conflicts, and errors occur because of ignorance of cultural 

differences. The following presents factors which could generate confusion if you do not 

have a clear idea what they really represent: 

• Conception of the other party. - It is customary to think that the counterparty is a 

rival or adversary, though it should not always be so (Paris 204-205). International 

negotiations have often pursued cooperation for purposes of a positive goal. 
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Therefore you must differentiate the position the other party has to try to know it 

according to what is intended. Remember that the treatment given to the other is 

what we will receive; therefore, respect should be the basis on which relationships 

are handled (Winkler 43). 

• The trust between the parties. - Trust is one of the pillars on which the agreement 

is developed as this determines whether or not the parties agree to specify the points 

made. It is therefore advisable to show willingness to compromise so you can lead a 

negotiation in which they seek mutual benefit (Paris 205). It is said that the secret to 

building trust is to establish reciprocity, which is a standard that should be practiced 

by everyone, not only between teammates. Thus, stakeholders are more willing to 

participate in the negotiation harmoniously (Shell 55-56). 

Thus, you can use three behaviors of reciprocity: The first involves performing with 

good values that make it worthy of winning the trust of the other party. The second 

reference to the correspondence, i.e. something cannot be required to counter what 

has not been given, it would not be a fair or optimal scenario to build good 

relationships. The third, if you feel that their treatment is unfair, make it known to 

the counterparty or else will they take advantage of these situations (Shell 58). 

• Duration of the agreement and the concept of time. - According to the culture to 

which they belong will have a different perception of time. For example, for Latin 

Americans making a negotiation for a period of five years will be considered a long-

term agreement. Furthermore, it is normal for Europeans to make contracts of 25 

years. So, there are different perceptions of time, where the task is to identify the 

type of deal you are looking for from the other party, whether short or long term. 

Also, many appreciate the time they devote to negotiations, which is why it bothers 

them when not utilized whether by the lateness of the counterparty, for failing to 

meet its objectives, because negotiation is stretched or because the agreement takes 

an unexpected turn. To prevent problems, try to use the time in the best way and 

respect for others. That is why the phrase "time is money" has great significance in 

some cultures (Paris 205, 208) 
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• Risk in the negotiation. - There is no business that is risk-free, but this is, in some 

cases, the business opportunity. However, one must assess the danger that exists in 

the negotiation, that there is always uncertainty, but this is not always positive. In 

some cases you risk either making concession that are too high or to trust the other 

party or to accept something that only has an interesting basis; in these cases it 

would be a mistake to get carried away by ambition without planning for realistic 

results (Paris 205-206). Furthermore, the risk may rise when applying the strategies, 

to apply for a grant, in trusting in the other party, all this influences the final results 

that are needed for effective strategies in place to cover the hazards (Shell 145, 

216). 

• Negotiators. - The negotiating team members have different structures with several 

members. But it usually involves three actors who play a different role. The first is 

what drives a destabilizing profile, another is the stabilizer and finally the quasi-

mediator who is at the head of the team occupying leadership roles (Paris 206). 

According to the customs that they have, you will find different strategies, for there 

are cases in which the negotiation is performed by means of factions and only for 

important decisions are involved superiors. Thus, there are several styles of 

negotiation, and we must be attentive to their behavior to know with whom you are 

dealing. All these practices are planned to profit from trading (Winkler 46). 

• Beginning the negotiation. – The manner in which the interaction begins parties 

will mark the style that will be the negotiation According to its position the 

counterparty will generate a response, so start the proposals, demands and 

concessions that shape the covenant under its own style (Paris 207) But it in order to 

start properly you will need all the prior planning that allows you to be prepared for 

different circumstances during the negotiation (Watkins). 

• Formality of relationships. - Diplomatic negotiations are usually carried out in a 

formal setting that many times is governed by an established protocol. Although 

there is some rigidity with which such agreements are handled, this does not mean 

you cannot have a dialogue and even more spontaneous emergence of a more 
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personal relationship. For example, Latin Americans for their customs are more 

flexible and do not have the same degree of formality that other countries use. But 

despite the caution given, others do not behave in a friendly manner but with an 

intolerant attitude which could show disrespect to the counterparty (Paris 206). 

• Informal negotiations - An international negotiation may represent an atmosphere 

of tension and pressure. For this reason, some cultures choose different places 

besides a negotiating table to carry out the agreement A casual atmosphere tends to 

bring the parties together creating a more flexible and the parties may be more 

willing to close an agreement The results of an informal negotiation can be very 

good but if you do not know how behave in a less professional manner then it may 

be a failure. You must never lose sight of the objectives of an agreement nor respect 

for the other party. Also, if you find you are in an unconventional environment for 

negotiating, it does not mean that it is unimportant. But, this form of interaction 

creates comfort and a stronger bond between the parties, leading to possible future 

negotiations (Chant 67). 

• The management of power - Power in the negotiation can be used in several ways. 

In some cases it is thought that the display of authority generates more strength so 

one can intimidate the other party These techniques are very common in an 

international agreement as there are countries that are more powerful than others 

and they try to reflect that in the negotiation. Thus, there may be several forms of 

the exercising of such authoritarianism: enforcing laws or rules against specific 

issues, demanding standards of quality, making conditions on the import and export 

of goods and services, demand of payment of certain securities, among others (Paris 

208). Thus, a negotiation could be a threat, or intimidation in order to avoid action 

by the other party; in this case, you have to know a strategy that allows you to 

control the abuses of power that are represented in more complicated cases within a 

delicate diplomatic negotiation. But the power is well used if it is used as a tactic to 

achieve their goals, but not to do harm (Altschul 146) 
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All variables mentioned above can become very difficult if not managed properly. In 

international negotiations any action can lead to a mistake or misunderstanding. To avoid 

problems, profiles of people with whom they will interact in the negotiation should be 

analyzed .While not all work the same way, you can have a guide to know the best way to 

react to certain cultures. 

4.3 The role of women in diplomatic negotiations in Ecuador 

There have been great efforts exerted to allow women to achieve equal treatment in society. 

But the rewards after such hard work are very gratifying. You can highlight the great work 

done by diplomats when they have represented Ecuador in various positions. Certainly not 

all experiences are positive but the difficulties, barriers, and impediments have helped the 

female to become stronger and to stand out. However, many of these impediments will 

exist as long as people do not have consideration for each person so that he makes his 

chooses his own way, for better or worse Below is the criterion of some respondents whose 

diplomatic career experience serves as an example for many women in the country and the 

world. 

Among those interviewed were several women who are part of the diplomatic service and 

others that are related to it indirectly. The first interviewee was Dr. Karina Amaluisa 

Muñoz1, who is the Head of the Commercial Office of Ecuador in New York (OCE), and 

for many years has been working on trade issues. The second respondent was the Minister 

(diplomatic status) Alba Coello2, Charge d'Affaires of Ecuador, who participated in 

negotiations on the World Trade Organization, WTO, and currently is responsible for 

business in the Ecuadorian Embassy in Italy. We also contacted a Foreign Service Advisor, 

which is the highest rank before ambassador. Another who was interviewed was 

                                                           
1Dr. Karina Amaluisa, at the moment is part of the Diplomatic Academyrepresenting Ecuador. She is the representative of 
the Commercial Office of Ecuador, (OCE) in New York, United States. For her extensive experience in the subject, she 
has participated in conferences like the Business Roundtable for Fair PROFEXI Ecuador - United States, among others 
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Integration). 
2
The Minister Coello graduated from the first class of the Diplomatic Academy in 1988. She has represented Ecuador as 

Chargé the Ecuadorian Embassyin Milan, Italy. She currently holds the post of Minister in the diplomatic status (Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Integration) 
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MaríaAuxiliadoraCárdenas3, Third Secretary of the Foreign Service who is in office at the 

Embassy of Italy. All have experience in diplomatic negotiations and have made known 

their point of view about women carrying out this role (Amaluisa, Cardenas, and Coello). 

After conducting the interviews, all agree on several points. Many believe that diplomacy is 

very hierarchical and "a man's career". But at present a large number of women are 

involved, not only in diplomatic posts but as politicians in general. This is due to the 

advances that are evident in the Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador of 2008, which 

sets forth the rights of people, ensuring their integrity and respect for life Thus, Article 66, 

paragraphs 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, express fundamentally different arguments favoring women 

(National Assembly): 

Article 66 - These are recognized and guaranteed to persons: 

3. The right to humane treatment, including: 

a) Physical, mental, moral and sexual integrity 

b) A life free of violence in the public and private sector. The State shall 

take the necessary measures to prevent, suppress and punish all forms of 

violence, especially against women, children and adolescents, older persons 

either disabilities and against anyone at a disadvantage or vulnerable; same 

measures being taken against violence, slavery and sexual exploitation.  

4. Right to formal equality, substantive equality and non-discrimination. 

5. The right to free development of personality, no limitations to the rights of others. 

6. The right to speak and express their thoughts freely and in all its forms and 

manifestations. 

                                                           
3Mary Auxiliadora Cardenas Rodas, has a BA in Hospitality and Tourism. She graduated from the Diplomatic Academy 
in 2008. Currently, she resides in Milan, where she has the position of Third Secretary at the Embassy of Ecuador in 
Milan, Italy. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Integration) 
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9. The right to make free, informed, voluntary and responsible about their sexuality, 

and their life and sexual orientation. The State shall promote access to the means 

necessary for these decisions are made in safety. 

10. The right to make free, responsible, and informed choices about their health and 

reproductive life and to decide when and how many daughters and sons to have 

(National Assembly). 

Furthermore, this is complemented by Article 11, paragraph of the current Constitution, 

which states that: "All persons are equal and enjoy the same rights, obligations, and 

opportunities. No one shall be discriminated against on grounds of ethnicity, place of birth, 

age, sex, gender identity, [...]. "(National Assembly). This specification clearly guarantees 

equal rights for all people, which provides security for women to develop and participate 

freely in society (Córdova Boxes). 

Thus, over the years, Ecuador has achieved a great change for women and the Diplomatic 

Academy is no exception. Within this there is involvement from both genders. Respondents 

believe that while there is a rigorous process to be part of it, it is for both men and women. 

That is, at the time of joining the Academy performs the same procedure with all interested 

persons and the best are the ones who are accepted; nowadays they have been equating 

various areas of society which is very positive for the country and its citizens. Ecuador, 

though being a small country, is adapting to global changes as to gender equity progress 

internationally in some countries more than others, but it is a reality (Amaluisa, Cardenas, 

and Coello). 

After analyzing the interviews, regarding investments in international negotiations, the best 

strategy is to be highly professional. Being part of an international meeting one becomes 

the official representative of the nation, hence, its position is to defend the proposals and 

approaches previously created. Part of this role is performed under the guidelines of the 

country and its fight to defend the position that is being managed. These are the major 

challenges that a woman must confront during a diplomatic negotiation and it is not a 

gender issue. For this reason, the image projected in front of the other party must be the 

best, because the treatment received is the result of what is shown. In addition, the opinions 
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of those interviewed shows that none have felt discriminated against or out of place, and 

many have considered themselves very respected by the rest of their colleagues (Amaluisa, 

Cardenas and Coello). 

In addition, during the negotiation it is important to be willing to talk and reach an 

agreement. This will gain the trust of others and create an atmosphere of empathy which is 

very beneficial not only to their interests but to maintain good relations. So keep in mind 

that negotiation is only a part of everything involving international relations. You also need 

to remember that despite being an international negotiation it can be on different topics, 

which must be clearly identified to implement the best strategies in order to defend the 

interests of trying to objectively and mutually benefit your country. A good tactic is to gain 

the trust of the other party and try to have empathy, which will help maintain lasting 

relationships after closing the deal (Shell 54 -57). However, one should never get away 

from the professional position, which should be supported by technical material that suits 

the interests of his country. 

Thus, the best advice that the experts can give all women interested in joining the Foreign 

Service is to demonstrate their ability and professionalism at all times. A woman does not 

have to doubt herself, or be afraid to say things however, she must be very clear to present 

her arguments and the strength to convey credibility. The female gender is already part of 

diplomacy and will continue growing. As Dr. Karina Amaluisa says, "Opportunities not 

only are sought but also found.” This sentence is very important as it encourages others, not 

only women, to take risks and pursue their dreams (Amaluisa, Cardenas, and Coello). 

In addition to the above, you can highlight the role of two very valuable Ecuadorian women 

who, throughout their lives, have done a wonderful role representing Ecuador and continue 

to do so. The first is Maria Fernanda Espinosa Garcés, current Coordinating Minister of 

Heritage. During her life she has gone down various paths being one of the most passionate 

of poets. She has published several literary works, which has had great success and won the 

National Poem award in 1990. Besides being a linguist, professor, sociologist, and having a 

PHD in geography, Maria Fernanda Espinosa also been interested in indigenous rights and 

the environment. Thus, she was a Senior Policy Advisor on Biodiversity and Indigenous 
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Peoples and Regional Director of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature in 

South America (Editorial El Conejo). 

Also, Maria Fernanda Espinosa specializes in Social Sciences and Environmental 

Management, has attended several conferences and has had several articles published that 

are related to these topics. However, something important to note is her vast experience in 

international negotiations, as she has been involved in different types of negotiations on the 

issue of climate change, biodiversity, sustainable development, indigenous rights, and 

gender equality, among others. She has also been involved in intellectual property 

conventions in both the World Intellectual Property Organization, (WIPO), as well as in the 

World Trade Organization WTO. Thus, for her new career, she has held positions as 

Advisor to the Andean Community of Nations, (CAN), was Ambassador of Ecuador to the 

United Nations and was delegated by President Rafael Correa as Minister of Foreign Trade 

and Integration Affairs in 2007 and is currently the Coordinating Minister of Heritage (The 

Citizen). 

Another woman with an impeccable career is Maria Isabel Salvador. In addition to her legal 

background, she has a degree in French and a minor in management. Her first political 

office was that of Minister of Tourism in 2005, which raised the first strategic plan for 

tourism development in Ecuador to help the tourism community. In 2007, Maria Fernanda 

Espinosa replaced in their post the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Integration. 

Currently she plays an important role as Permanent Ambassador of Ecuador to the 

Organization of American States. Other charges that stood out was her tenure as the 

Director of the Air Transport Sector, as well as having been Chief Executive of the 

Federation of Tourism Enterprises, and also president and treasurer of the Tourism 

Promotion Fund of Ecuador. For fine performance, Maria Isabel Salvador is a good 

representative of the country in such important institutions as the Organization of American 

States (Daily Today). 
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4.4 Factors that have limited the participation of women in diplomatic 

relations currently 

Currently, within the diplomatic service, Ecuadorian women are valuable, not only men, as 

the participation of Ecuadorian women in society has increased significantly. It happens the 

same way in the diplomatic field, where there are several women interested in this race. 

The female gender being mainstreamed into the public sector began at the beginning of the 

twentieth century with women becoming interested in their education. The educational 

titles began to become attractive to the female community since previously they were 

considered ornaments for men. Gradually they became interested in their future, having a 

career, independence, and improving every day and so, in this way they began to serve as 

teachers, accountants, secretaries, etc. However, by the middle of the twentieth century a 

college degree was a privilege. Many women have a great desire to excel, which is the best 

motivator to progress and fulfill the purposes (Bermeo). 

In August 1960, Ms. Magdalena PolitFegan, was the first woman to enter the Diplomatic 

Academy to perform administrative tasks. Slowly, and with much effort she was promoted 

to different positions until taking office as First Secretary at the Embassy of Ecuador in 

Mexico. Years later, in 1987, with the title of Ambassador, she was commissioned to be the 

Ecuadorian representative in Guatemala. Back in Ecuador, she continued as the 

Ambassador in Quito, where she was appointed as a member of the negotiating team with 

Peru over territorial issues. In 1994, she served as Under Secretary for Political Affairs until 

she retired. Today she is in passive service (Bermeo). 

Thus, during the 1960’s and 1970’s, entering the diplomatic service did not require any 

complicated procedure to obtain the title of Third Secretary, the first diplomatic position to 

be acquired. Furthermore, there were no established guiding foundations or regulations in 

fact most things happened according to the situations or events of the time. Possibly this 

was because they were careers such as International Studies, for which there was great 

competition and therefore an impediment to the creation of the Academy. However, the 

Diplomatic Academy was established in the late 1980s, to become a true center of learning 

for its members just as in other Latin American countries (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 

Trade, and Integration). 
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Once created the Diplomatic Academy, counted with the registration of 10 students, four of 

which belonged to the female gender. Unfortunately, two of them did not stay at the 

Academy, retiring voluntarily from it. Thus, each of the upcoming promotions included 

more participants and more women were attracted to be part of this field. So from its 

inception, the Diplomatic School has had at least one woman among their students, so you 

can notice the female intervention is this area. Furthermore, in order to meet the needs of 

the members of the Academy, the former Foreign Minister and current Minister of 

Heritage, Maria Fernanda Espinoza, made agreement 561 in 2007, which states that 

married members may work abroad either in the same consulate or a different city. Before, 

she had to stop working and sacrifice to help her diplomat spouse. This is an improvement 

that generates equal footing within the Academy (Bermeo).  

Furthermore, the establishment of the Diplomatic Academy was the key that gave women 

the opportunity to be part of this field. We have tried to improve the conditions and benefits 

to enable greater performance, not only the female but also the male. While initially the 

first women who entered the diplomatic career were devoted to administrative tasks, 

women's participation in the Foreign Service gradually ensured. The transition from a 

purely male institution to incorporate the female gender was a major breakthrough for 

Ecuadorian society. All women who struggled to earn a place in diplomacy are outstanding, 

many of them leaving indelible marks that mark a milestone and an example for many 

others who wish to engage in diplomatic fields. 

Although obviously we have the participation of women in the Foreign Service, there are 

some limitations that hinder their stay in the race. The diplomatic life requires much effort 

and patience with the mobility of charge, which is why women sacrifice their role as 

mothers. However, these limitations that may occur to the female gender depend on how 

you bear them. As for the feminine virtues of motherhood, they can happen in the 

professional life of a woman, which can pose a difficult dilemma. On the one hand is the 

family and on the other hand is the woman that has chosen to perform as a professional. 

Not all women want to engage in both because in some cases the requirements are many 

and time and dedication are not enough to perform well (Sanchez 40). 
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Sometimes there is a feeling of guilt, because women feel bad not dedicating more time to 

her maternal role. However, this can be solved with good organization there are no any 

rules which provide that a professional woman cannot be a mother and wife at the same 

time. Moreover, this feeling is caused by the husbands or people with generally sexist 

thinking. A woman is able to have a successful career and a stable relationship with her 

husband and children (Sanchez 40-41). What is needed is to know how to organize and be 

responsible for both roles. Therefore it is useful to know what the priorities are, because 

sometimes irreplaceable things are sacrificed and eventually lost. Upon entering the 

diplomatic service it has to be clear that there are things that are won but also lost, so if a 

woman has decides to engage in diplomacy she should be aware of all that it represents 

(Amaluisa, Cardenas, and Coello). 

Thus, it is necessary to create projects whose purposes are the inclusion of women in 

society, especially in political office. In this field, the male structure in which it has 

performed over time has made the full performance of women difficult (Sanchez 42 - 43). 

Despite the participation of women, there is sometimes discrimination against them, which 

may be verbal abuse but she is often relegated and is not taking into account in important 

issues.Although these conditions occurred more in the past, today they persist in subtle 

ways. However, it is important for states to ensure rights for all, regardless of the conditions 

that will be reflected in the development of the country as equal citizens which is a sign of 

progress (Cano Castrillón). 

Although we live in a modern globalized world, the reality is that the woman is still 

displayed as a mother, wife, and homemaker. Many women are professionals but they have 

to play their role at home. For this reason, not all are willing to sacrifice their personal life 

for a professional one and in other cases many women sacrifice and give everything for 

their work. This will depend on the interests and aspirations which they have in life but this 

in no way means that women are not able to carry out these two careers, but rather what 

each wishes for her life (Amaluisa Cardenas and Coello). 
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4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter I can conclude that, to perform diplomatic negotiations requires a lot of 

preparation to be handled in the right way. Currently, the interaction between countries is 

necessary, because through this, global development is achieved. For this reason, the 

scenario in which they unfold is very formal and full of protocol, so that, neglecting a small 

detail could have serious consequences. Also, keep in mind that there is not always a 

harmonious relationship among states; these may be in conflict situations which makes it 

difficult to reach a compromise. Therefore, the preparation before the meeting with the 

other party will be critical, where essentials can be established and goals set, positions 

defined, strategies created, information gathered, etc. Thus, the development and outcome 

of the agreement will depend on the effort that was put into it. 

Also, among the details to take into consideration is the culture, which can be 

underestimated, though doing so would be a serious mistake. Since, within the same 

country the customs can be different, it will be more so internationally. For this reason, we 

must know how certain nations perform negotiations, allowing you to avoid some mistakes 

and instead, generating empathy among participants. In addition, the counterparty will be 

prepared to know how they will negotiate on this basis and develop strategies. Similarly, 

you should consider those aspects such as language, which could hinder or even prevent the 

course of negotiation. So, you must ensure to resolve this and any other problems before 

you start the interaction; among the difficulties may be mentioned the legal framework, the 

place to conduct the negotiation, the features of the agreement that is to be performed, 

among others. 

Besides taking care of the details of the negotiation, keep in mind that if the parties have 

decided to discuss it is because they want to get something. Thus, each convention has its 

purpose, where one cannot rule out the possibility that the results will be negative. 

However, through the negotiation is intended to find a theme debatable between the parties 

and an opportunity to meet the goals by the end of trading. For this reason, the negotiating 

team she should be willing to talk and be prepared to handle different situations that may 

arise. Should circumstances develop in which the interaction be strained and conflicting, 
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diplomacy is the tool that is required to direct a subtle dialogue and respect, as the 

negotiating team has a great responsibility to represent a State.  

Thus, a very influential factor in international negotiations is the attitude and position 

taken. This is very important for the interaction, because people will treat you according to 

your behavior and hold to the image you project. This is an important issue for women who 

work in the diplomatic field as this used to be considered a man's career, so it must be 

demonstrated that men, like women, have the capacity to do any work and this is no 

exception. For this reason, you must have a professional style, ensure security, trust, and 

credibility when exposing your criteria without being intimidated by anything or anyone. 

This way, you will earn the respect of all and if you know the strategies and employ them 

in an effective way then you will considered a tough opponent to beat, because the female 

is no longer considered the weaker sex. 

So if a woman is properly trained and prepared to assume her role in international 

negotiations she can adapt and handle unexpected situations. To do this, be aware that there 

are variables that are not the same in a national agreement or international one. There are 

many factors at play that could hinder the negotiation and therefore future relations with a 

particular country or international organization. You have to know the conception they 

have of us and analyze the rest. Establish what is expected of negotiation and within that 

time factor you have to do it. Not only is it important to know how long an agreement is 

expected to last but also control how long it takes to close it. As you earn the trust of others, 

you can better handle the formalities to reduce tension and that the atmosphere can be more 

casual. Just as you can handle the power within the interaction, as many countries try to 

impose their will, one should never give up on the purpose that you have in the agreement. 

To fulfill this role the female gender is perfectly trained. More and more women, who join 

the diplomatic service, are assuming a great responsibility, because their job is to represent 

and defend the interests of the country. It has been shown that from the beginning of the 

Diplomatic Academy it was been attended by women. Currently, there are several women 

who are role models, not only for the female gender but for Ecuadorians in general. Despite 

the sacrifices required by the diplomatic service, many women supplement their personal 

lives with the family while maintaining a balance. However, there are those who have 
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sacrificed to be mothers and wives for the lack of stability which is common to these 

positions. However, a woman is choosing her destiny and defining her priorities knowing 

what this implies. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusions 

After all, based on an analysis of women and their participation in diplomatic negotiations 

in Ecuador, I have seen the progress that has been made. The main change can be identified 

in the thinking of society to adapt to the presence of the female gender in various fields, 

which becomes necessary in some cases.While in some cases the woman is and has been 

much criticized, she is also valued and rewarded for her efforts and achievements. I have 

found that many of the impediments that have occurred in the lives of different women are 

generated within themselves. Unfortunately, this is a powerful example of sexist thinking, 

which influences the lives of female members themselves and which also makes for 

opposition to change. Today there are several cases in which it is stated that the role of 

women in the world is that of mother and homemaker. Although this is true, it does not 

mean they cannot or should not play other roles in their lives. For this reason, the habit of 

associating women with domestic work is gradually disappearing in the mentality of 

people.  

At present, they are reaching gender equity, where there are only differences for the effort 

and work of each individual. Thus, women are involved in all areas of society with an 

image reinforced by the perception towards their gender of respect. Although there are still 

cases of discrimination that persists in some places this bad practice stalls in some and 

decreases in others. Thus, Ecuador guarantees gender equality and promotes the 

participation and integration of women in all areas in which they wish to participate and the 

diplomatic field is no exception. Diplomacy has been an area that has gone through an 

evolutionary process, from when it was not considered or a career. So even though it was 

regarded as a purely masculine position, today it has changed and it is clear that both men 

and women in the field are doing a great job. 
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In the case of diplomatic negotiations, women have great potential. For women the skills 

and abilities they have can represent a better performance when making a deal. However, 

this requires proper preparation, they should perform a thorough investigation and develop 

what the objectives are, develop strategies to achieve the stated goals and have confidence 

in what they do or else all efforts will be unsuccessful. Moreover, in the globalized world in 

which we find ourselves in which relations between states are growing every day, it is 

essential to have knowledge of diplomatic negotiations as this is also an art that we must 

learn how to develop. There have been very serious problems in which Ecuador has been 

involved such as the matter of the violation of sovereignty or conflict with foreign 

ambassadors.Also there such positive issues as presidential summits has been undertaken, 

and even integration agreements that provide economic issues and positive links between 

the region and the world. 

Thus, Ecuador is becoming more active on the world stage. Within this intervention women 

are deeply involved because their women representatives highlight the name of Ecuador by 

the proper performance of their positions. Therefore, the best way to demonstrate that the 

female gender deserves the same treatment as men is to prepare and adopt a position that is 

very professional when performing their work. Thus, there is no possibility of being 

discriminated against or mistreated by their gender, on the contrary, she will be respected 

and valued as they deserve for the very reason that they are people with rights and duties. 

Thus, the female figure is displayed in a different way, although it has the gift from nature 

to be a mother, can also play other roles such as representing Ecuador in diplomatic 

negotiations.  

5.2 Recommendations 

After presenting the conclusions of this work, here are some recommendations: 

The main recommendation I can give is that, woman, should be sure of their abilities and 

skills when performing a job. Because if you she is not confident and believe in what she is 

doing, no one else will. In addition, to show insecurity and weakness is a synonymous of 

making way for others to take advantage of this situation to feel superior and therefore to 

belittle women. For this reason, it must be remembered that the attitude one is showing is 

the image others will perceive, so we must show the best of ourselves. 
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Thus, the female gender has had to overcome great obstacles to achieve their goals. 

Therefore, they should learn that the difficulties are positive because they help us grow. 

Thus, another recommendation for women is that a good way to deal with complicated 

situations is coping and seeking possible solutions to these. The challenges will be present 

throughout life and especially in fulfilling diplomatic posts where one represents the 

country. 

Furthermore, with the characteristic of the feminine gender in conceiving a life, they have 

to be proud and fulfill their role as mothers. However, this is not an impediment for women 

to develop in other areas beyond housework. So all they need is to know how to be well 

organized and do a great job in all your activities. 

The recommendations herein are intended to encourage women to dare to try new 

challenges. Today there is a lot of competition for jobs, so they have to be alert to 

opportunities and be prepared in the best way. The only impediment that exists isourselves 

because the characteristics of a person such as gender are not the deciding factors but the 

effort and work that can be done. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1 

1. Interviews 

1.1 Interview Amaluisa Dr. Karina Muñoz, Head of the Commercial Office of 

Ecuador in New York OCE 

1. On the way to obtain a diplomatic post, what were the biggest challenges 

you had to overcome? Was being a woman was one of them? 

It was difficult; however the Ministry is a traditionally male institution where 

the hierarchy is preponderant. 

2.  Do you believe that opportunities are equal for both men and women in 

this field? 

I think in the last five years, opportunities have been equated for both 

genders. 

3. Do you consider that there are limitations for women in the world of 

politics? 

The main limitations are determined by the law itself even in Foreign Service, 

which does not refer to the woman during maternity or other considerations 

that the Labor Act provides. Additionally I think exercising diplomatic 

functions in some countries like the Middle East or Africa, where their culture 

has not included the active participation of women in political, could mean 

less interference by the Ecuadorian representative in a country. 

4. Despite strong female insertion in society, does the woman have more 

opportunities within or outside the country? 

It depends on the country. Opportunities are also sought and found. 

5. What have been the difficulties experienced during a negotiation 

(international)? 

The main difficulties in international negotiations of a commercial nature, 

which are those that have had the opportunity to participate, but are linked to 

gender, to defend positions and interests with the country that is stronger and 

with more experience in negotiations, aspiring to assume that Ecuador in 
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compromising to other countries will try to take advantage of them on the 

bargaining floor. 

6. Do you think there is discrimination within the diplomatic world? Have 

you ever felt this? 

No. 

7. What is the position adopted or taken in a negotiation? 

 You have to be professional, objective, always representing the interests of  

of my country. 

8. What strategies are used to meet the goals established in the negotiation? 

First of allyou should establish a technical preparation and support of a 

position of the country in coordination with other government agencies and 

the private sector, if applicable, for proper negotiation. 

9. What advice can be given to women who are or want to be part of the 

political world?  

In the current historical moment in the political life of Ecuador, where the 

presence of women has been much more active than years ago, it is 

important to continue such participation. It's not just coming to a public 

office, but to maintaining it and going beyond that based on professional 

merit and to community service. My recommendation: get ready and take on 

the challenge of politics, with a vision of community service. 
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1.2 Interview Minister Alba Coello 

1. On the way to obtain a diplomatic post, what were the biggest challenges 

you had to overcome? Was being a woman was one of them? 

Women today have many opportunities including the diplomatic; therefore do not 

consider it a hardship. It is when you make the decision, because it is hard work, 

especially work abroad. This requires a lot of preparation and if you do it you 

won’t have any problems there. 

2. Do you believe that opportunities are equal for both men and women in 

this field? 

As I mentioned earlier, the opportunities for both genders are almost equal. 

However, there are careers that are of interest to women, so that there she is no 

lack of opportunities but lack of interest. 

3. What do you think are the limits to the female gender? 

A limiting factor in women is the maternal role. Many women do not work or do 

not have children. But I think we can complete household activities with labor and 

with the cooperation of but the man in his father's role which will facilitate the 

situation. Apart from that I think there are no limitations for people because 

everyone fights for what they want and if we really want to achieve then they will 

not be impaired. 

4. Do you consider that there are limitations for women in the world of 

politics? 

Women have equal opportunities provided they are competent for the positions 

they wish to play. 

5. Despite strong female insertion in society, does the woman have more 

opportunities within or outside the country? 

In the field of international negotiation, I was able to be a part in some bilateral 

trade negotiations and, although the role of women is not a majority, I  must say 

that I was always valued and treated in the best way by the negotiating teams. 

6. What have been the difficulties experienced during a negotiation 

(international)? 
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No, I've never been rejected for the positions I held. I think discrimination has 

greatly decreased in labor. 

10.  Do you think there is discrimination within the diplomatic world? Have 

you ever felt this? 

The position adopted in a negotiation has much to do with the subject being 

treated. But with representatives of Ecuador it must be managed properly and you 

must keep in mind that you have to defend the country's interests. 

11. What strategies are used to meet the goals established in the negotiation? 

Strategies must be clean, practical and focused mainly on the end that is to be 

met. Some people try to cash in with approaches in which he wants you to feel his 

authority though doing this are not good tactics. 

12. What advice can be given to women who are or want to be part of the 

political world? 

Always showing they are professional in their work, especially in a political 

career because this gives more responsibility to represent a country. Women have 

a lot to prove so there are no impediments to stop them. 
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1.3 Interview MaríaAuxiliadora Cardenas Rodas Category: Third Secretary of 

the Foreign Service. 

1. On the way to obtain a diplomatic post, what were the biggest challenges 

you had to overcome? Was being a woman was one of them? 

The process was long and rigorous. It is difficult but it is important to 

consider that the same process is applied to men, so there fairness here. 

However it is a career that requires a lot of time and that makes you, as a 

woman, put aside some personal issues. 

2. Do you believe that opportunities are equal for both men and women in 

this field? 

I believe that men have greater opportunities in the global society, but it is we 

women who have the responsibility of being mothers and in many cases this 

means not being able to spend as much time on the run. 

3. Do you consider that there are limitations for women in the world of 

politics? 

The family issue is a very important constraint as indicated in the previous 

question, since the priorities in the life of a woman can be very different from 

a man. However this topic is always personal because a woman who 

prioritizes her career has no such limitations. 

4. Despite strong female insertion in society, does the woman have more 

opportunities within or outside the country? 

I think women who are always showing ability and responsibility have the 

same opportunities within or outside the country. 

5. What have been the difficulties experienced during a negotiation 

(international)? 

In international negotiations the official country must defend a thesis that is 

often not what the person who negotiates the proposals would personally like, 

but their actions must be based on their representation in the country and they 

must defend what the state believes is best for all Ecuadorians. 
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6. Do you think there is discrimination within the diplomatic world? Have 

you ever felt this? 

I haven’t participated in many negotiations yet, but so far I have not felt 

discrimination, I think it depends a lot on space and the image one presents as 

a professional. 

7. What is the position adopted or taken in a negotiation? 

Always reconcile and try to show a real interest in the other party so you can 

create empathy between the parties which will allow greater flexibility to our 

proposals. 

8. What strategies are used to meet the goals established in the negotiation? 

Trying to be as direct as possible with the other party, clear and always carry     

options that can be accepted as there must be a degree of flexibility, 

considering that a negotiation is only part of the bilateral relationship between 

the parties, so therefore we must always try to maintain a good relationship. 

9. What advice can be given to women who are or want to be part of the 

political world? 

A woman should always be sure what she can win in politics and what you 

can lose, personal sacrifice when you are a public official is great and you 

should be aware of this, and deal decisively with the problems that may arise 

in a career once you know the personal sacrifices to be made. 
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1.4 Anonymous Interview 

1. On the way to obtain a diplomatic post, what were the biggest challenges you 

had to overcome? Does being a woman was one of them? 

I think it is difficult to obtain a diplomatic post, more so if there are other factors 

that hinder the professional performance of women in these roles such as family and 

constant travel. 

2. Do you believe that opportunities are equal for both men and women in this 

field? 

The opportunities are equal for men and women, so I cannot say that women have 

more opportunities, however, it can be seen over time as women increasingly 

meddle in work related to the diplomatic world. 

3. What do you think are the limits to the female gender? 

One of the main obstacles for the female gender is the constant factor of mobility 

and family involved in this type of profession. 

4. Do you consider that there are limitations for women in the world of 

politics? 

I think the gender issue is no longer a constraint for women, so the opportunities are 

the same for men and women if they are competent for the positions they wish to 

play. 

5. Despite the strong female insertion in society, does the woman have more 

opportunities within or outside the country? 

In the field of international negotiation, I was able to be a part in some negotiations, 

although the role of women is not a majority must say that I was always valued and 

treated in the best way by the negotiating teams. 

6. What have been the difficulties experienced during a negotiation 

(international)? 

Everything is alearning process, so all the difficulties experienced have to be 

covered at the negotiation.  

7. Do you think there is discrimination within the diplomatic world? Have you 

ever felt this? 
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No way. The deal was the same as for the rest of those present was positive. 

8. What strategies are used to meet the goals established in the negotiation? 

Be professional. Go by the guidelines of the country, to seek the common good and 

take the red and green lines as the basis for negotiation. 

9.What advice can be given to women who are or want to be part of the 

political world?  

Must be willing to know that she often sacrifices time with our family, friends, 

colleagues, but it is rewarding. Therefore, with great preparation, good performance 

women can show that there is no justification to be doubted. 
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Annex 2 

2.1 Comparative Analysis of Gender of Members of the Diplomatic Academy 

of Ecuador 

After analyzing the members of the Diplomatic Academy in various promotions since its 

inception until 2010, it has been able to be confirmed that there has been a presence of 

women during this period. While there is a minority of female to male, in some years there 

has been equivalence and the difference is minimal. But in the tenth promotion female 

participation has increased relative to men. Thus, it becomes positive to show women are 

engaged and interested in joining the diplomatic world. Below are the tables analyzed 

(Ministry of Foreign Trade and Integration Exteriores): 

 

FIRST CLASS 
“ HONORATO VASQUEZ” 

1987-1988 
1 Leonardo ArízagaSchmegel Ministry 
2  Silvia BermeoMancero Consejero 
3 Alba Coello Matute  Ministry 
4 Cristian Espinosa Cañizares  Ministry 
5 Humberto Jiménez Torres  Ministry 
6 César Montaño Huerta Ministry 
7 Germán Ortega Almeida  Ministry 
8 Martha Parra Bossano (Mejor Egresada) Out of service 
9 José Ricardo Rosemberg Guerrero Ministry 

10 Ximena Villacís Merino  Out of service 
 

Women Men Total 
4 6 10 

40% 60% 100% 
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SECOND CLASS 
“ JOSE PERALTA” 

1989-1990 
1 Julia Alarcón Ortega  Counselor 
2 Gustavo Anda Sevilla  Minister 
3 Mónica Espinosa Ramos Out of Service 
4 Germán Espinosa Cuenca  Minister 
5 Álvaro García Gutiérrez  Counselor 
6 Jorge Icaza Gustines Counselor 
7 Doris Melo Jácome  Counselor 
8 Gustavo Palacio Urrutia (Mejor Egresado)  Minister 
9 Farley Ramírez Galárraga Out of Service 
10 Leopoldo RovayoVerdesoto Counselor 
11 Carlos Samaniego Estrella  Out of Service 
12 Rolando Suárez Sánchez  Minister 
13 Marjorie Ulloa Vernimen Counselor 
14 Marcela Velasteguí Herrera Counselor 
 

 

Women Men Total 
5 9 14 

36% 64% 100% 

40%

60%

FIRST CLASS
1987 - 1988

Women

Men
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THIRD CLASS 
“ ELOY ALFARO” 

1991-1992 
1 León Pablo Avilés Salgado  Counselor 
2 Efraín Baus Palacios Counselor 
3 José María Borja López Minister 
4 Fernando Bucheli Vargas Counselor 
5 Arturo Cabrera Hidalgo ( Mejor Egresado) Minister 
6 Graciela Carbo Proaño Counselor 
7 Sandro CeliOrmaza Counselor 
8 Ruth María Dueñas Montero Minister 
9 Jenny Lalama Fernández Counselor 

10 Mónica Martínez Menduino Counselor 
11 Mireya Muñoz Mera Minister 
12 Renán Villacís Cuesta Out of Service 
 

 

Women Men Total 
5 7 12 

42% 58% 100 
 

36%

64%

SECOND CLASS
1989 - 1990

Women

Men
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FORTH CLASS 
“ALFREDO PAREJA DIEZCANSECO” 

1992-1993 
1 Xavier Aliaga Sancho  Counselor 
2 Juan Castrillón Jaramillo Counselor 
3 Eduardo Durán Cousín Counselor 
4 Miriam Esparza Jácome Primer Secretary 
5 Patricio Garcés Ramírez Counselor 
6 Oscar García Endara  Counselor 
7 Iván Maldonado Vaca  FirstSecretary 
8 Edwin Martínez Bedón Counselor 
9 Santiago Martínez Espíndola Counselor 
10 Diego Ramírez Mésec (Mejor Egresado) Out of Service 
11 Juan VeintimillaAulestia Counselor 
12 Hernán Yánez González  Counselor 

 

 

Women Men Total 
1 11   

8% 92% 100 

42%

58%

THIRD CLASS
1991 - 1992

Women

Men
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FIFTH CLASS 
“EUGENIO DE SANTA CRUZ Y ESPEJO” 

1993-1994 
1 Isabel Albornoz Garzón  Counselor 
2 Luís Arellano Jibaja Counselor 
3 Agustín FornellVeintimilla Counselor 
4 Alexandra Haro Mancheno Consejero 
5 Oscar Izquierdo Arboleda  FirstSecretary 
6 Andrés Montalvo Sosa Counselor 
7 Carlos Rodríguez Andrade Counselor 
8 Santiago Ruiz Echeverría  Counselor 
9 Carlos Santos Repetto Counselor 
10 Denys Toscano Amores  Counselor 
11 José VásconezRibadeneira (Mejor Egresado) Counselor 
12 Carlos Velasteguí Calero Counselor 

 

 

Women Men Total 
3 9 12 

25% 75% 100 

8%

92%

FORTH CLASS
1992 - 1993

Women

Men
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SIXTH CLASS 
“JULIO TOBAR DONOSO” 

1994-1995 
1 Juan Carlos Apunte Franco  FirstSecretary 
2 Carlos Larrea Dávila (Mejor Egresado) Counselor 
3 Fernando Luque Márquez FirstSecretary 
4 Erik Medina Muñoz FirstSecretary 
5 Elizabeth Moreano Cruz  Counselor 
6 Luís Vayas Valdivieso  FirstSecretary 
7 Nelson Torres Zapata FirstSecretary 

 

 

Women Men Total 
1 6 7 

14% 86% 100 

 

25%

75%

FIFTH CLASS
1993 - 1994

Women

Men
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SEVENTH CLASS 
“GALO PLAZA LASSO” 

1996-1997 
1 Alejandro Dávalos Dávalos FirstSecretary 
2 Juan Manuel Escalante Dávila  FirstSecretary 
3 Silvia Espíndola Arellano FirstSecretary 
4 Marcelo Hurtado Lomas  FirstSecretary 
5 José Luís Jácome Guerrero FirstSecretary 
6  Marisol Nieto Cueva  FirstSecretary 
7 Santiago Noboa Andrade FirstSecretary 
8  Mariela Salguero Llanos FirstSecretary 
9 Patricio Troya Suárez (Mejor Egresado) FirstSecretary 

10 Rosa Vásquez Orozco  FirstSecretary 
 

 

Women Men Total 
1 6 7 

14% 86% 100 
 

14%

86%

SIXTH CLASS
1994 - 1995

Women

Men
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EIGHT CLASS 
“VICENTE ROCAFUERTE” 

1997-1998 
1 Verónica Aguilar Torres  First Secretary 
2 Tomás Arteaga Negrete  Second Secretary 
3  Patricia Borja Hidalgo First Secretary 
4 Ricardo Chávez Salazar  First Secretary 
5 Lorena Endara Muñoz  Out of Service 
6 Luis Espinosa Salas First Secretary 
7 Ivonne Garcés Almeida  First Secretary 
8 Gonzalo González Fierro (Mejor Egresado) First Secretary 
9 Verónica Peña Montenegro First Secretary 

10 Patricio Palacios Porras  First Secretary 
  

 

Women Men Total 
5 5 10 

50% 50% 100 

14%

86%

SEVENTH CLASS
1996 - 1997

Women

Men
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NINTH CLASS 
“JUAN MONTALVO” 

2000-2002 
1 Leticia Baquerizo Guzmán  Second Secretary 
2 Katalina Barreiro Santana Second Secretary 
3 Cristina Camacho Del Castillo  Second Secretary 
4 José Carranza Barona (Mejor Egresado) Second Secretary 
5 Alvaro Garcés Egas Second Secretary 
6 Iván Garcés Egas Second Secretary 
7 Verónica Gómez Ricaurte Second Secretary 
8 Marcelo Núñez Sanz  Second Secretary 
9 Marco Ponce Villacís Second Secretary 
10 José Eduardo Proaño Armijos Second Secretary 
11 Juan Carlos Sánchez Troya Second Secretary 
12  Alfonso Segovia Polo  Second Secretary 
13  Gonzalo Vega Mera  Second Secretary 

 

 

Women Men Total 
4 9 13 

31% 69% 100 

50%50%

EIGHT CLASS

1997 - 1998

Women

Men
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TENTH CLASS 
2000-2002 

1 Arboleda Maria Cecilia  SecondSecretary 
2 Avilés Martín Pablo ThirdSecretary 
3 Avilés Zevallos María Eugenia  SecondSecretary 
4 Bonifaz Arboleda Pablo Alberto SecondSecretary 
5 Chiriboga Acosta Santiago SecondSecretary 
6 Endara Muñoz Gustavo SecondSecretary 
7 Espinosa Andrade Christian  SecondSecretary 
8 Granda Mendoza Cristina  SecondSecretary 
9 Housse Dávalos Carlos Lenin  SecondSecretary 
10 ManchenoEgas Christian SecondSecretary 
11 Moreno Cevallos Paúl SecondSecretary 
12 Polastri Amat Gloria SecondSecretary 
13 Ramírez Mora Grace  SecondSecretary 
14 Sánchez Izquierdo Mónica Soledad  SecondSecretary 
15 Veloz Yépez Diana ThirdSedcretary 
16 Zavala AguiarLaila SecondSecretary 

 

 

Women Men Total 
9 7 16 

56% 44% 100 

31%

69%

NINTH CLASS
2000 - 2002

Women

Men
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ELEVENTH CLASS 
“MANUELA CAÑIZARES” 

2004-2006 
1 Barba Bustos Irina  ThirdSecretary 
2 Benítez Proaño Rodrigo ThirdSecretary 
3 Cadena Duarte Esteban  ThirdSecretary 
4 Carillo Fraga Gabriela ThirdSecretary 
5 Coronel Vásquez Alisva ThirdSecretary 
6 Escobar Ullauri Pablo ThirdSecretary 
7 Espinel Ramos María Natalia ThirdSecretary 
8 Flores Espinoza Ivonne ThirdSecretary 
9 García Merchán Gabriela ThirdSecretary 
10 Guzmán Gómez Fernando ThirdSecretary 
11 Hidalgo Ramiro ThirdSecretary 
12 Jara Grijalva María Mercedes  ThirdSecretary 
13 Larrea Monard Homero  ThirdSecretary 
14 López Martín ThirdSecretary 
15 Llorca Javier ThirdSecretary 
16 Maiguashca Sánchez Isabel ThirdSecretary 
17 Martínez Bolaños Carlos Andrés  ThirdSecretary 
18 Martínez Menduiño Pablo ThirdSecretary 
19 Mejía LachowiczDominika ThirdSecretary 
20 Mendoza Rodríguez Francisco Javier ThirdSecretary 

56%

44%

TENTH CLASS
2000 - 2002

Women

Men
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21 Miranda Carrión Mario ThirdSecretary 
22 Montalbán Carrión Edy ThirdSecretary 
23 Muñoz Aray Xavier  ThirdSecretary 
24 Novoa Vera Noralma ThirdSecretary 
25 Orellana Curillo Jessica ThirdSecretary 
26 Pereira Sotomayor Lourdes  ThirdSecretary 
27 Quiñónez Sanz Roberto ThirdSecretary 
28 Reyes Baquerizo María Eugenia ThirdSecretary 
29 Rivadeneira Vallejo Marcela ThirdSecretary 
30 Salgado Rivadeneira Francisco  ThirdSecretary 
31 Sánchez Trujillo Edil  ThirdSecretary 
32 Schuldt Walter ThirdSecretary 
33 Stacey Juan Diego ThirdSecretary 
34 Tinajero Álvarez Beatriz ThirdSecretary 
35 Vaca David  ThirdSecretary 
36 Vásconez Ruth ThirdSecretary 
37 Velásquez Guevara Gustavo ThirdSecretary 
38 Vivar María del Carmen ThirdSecretary 

 

 

Women Men Total 
18 20 38 

47% 53% 100 
   

 

 

 

47%

53%

ELEVENTH CLASS
2004 - 2006

Women

Men
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TWELFTH CLASS 
“DOLORES CACUANGO” 

2006-2008 
1 Gabriela Araujo Coronel  ThirdSecretary 
2 Diego Bassante Gavilanes ThirdSecretary 
3 Marco Benítez Flores ThirdSecretary 
4 Mariuxi Cárdenas Rodas ThirdSecretary 
5 Wilson Contreras González  ThirdSecretary 
6 María Gabriela Fernández Gavilanes  ThirdSecretary 
7 Andrés FialloKarolys ThirdSecretary 
8 Galo Fraga Figueroa  ThirdSecretary 
9 Paola Franco Martínez ThirdSecretary 
10 Susana Fuentes Hidalgo ThirdSecretary 
11 Fabián García Paz y MiñO ThirdSecretary 
12 Juan Ignacio Granja Maldonado ThirdSecretary 
13 Carlos Guevara Aguirre  ThirdSecretary 
14 María Cecilia Gutiérrez ThirdSecretary 
15 Xavier HuayamaveBetancourth ThirdSecretary 
16  Andrés Jáuregui Peláes ThirdSecretary 
17  Marco Larrea Monard ThirdSecretary 
18 Erika Martillo Naranjo ThirdSecretary 
19 Anabel Meza Cevallos  ThirdSecretary 
20 Michaele Morales Cisneros  ThirdSecretary 
21 María Fernanda Navas Iturralde ThirdSecretary 
22 Felipe Ochoa Guillén ThirdSecretary 
23 Saúl PacurucuPacurucu ThirdSecretary 
24 Paola Prado Beltrán  ThirdSecretary 
25 Maritza Sánchez Samaniego ThirdSecretary 
26 Mariana Serrano Ocampo ThirdSecretary 
27 Sandra SisalemaVillalba ThirdSecretary 
28 Jonathan Viera Salazar  ThirdSecretary 
29 Mario Zambrano Ortiz  ThirdSecretary 

 

 

Women Men Total 
13 16 29 

45% 55% 100 
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 THIRTEENTH CLASS 
“Jorge Carrera Andrade”  

2009-2010 
1 Roberto Emilio Aguayo 
2 Eduardo Enrique Alvarado López 
3 Ruth Fernanda Andrade Abril  
4 Eduardo Daniel Crespo Cuesta 
5 Mauricio Fabián DalgoBernis 
6 María Daniela Dávalos Muirragui 
7 Teodoro Santiago Durán Medina 
8 Miguel Alexander EgasBenavidas 
9 Ingrid Escobar Haro 
10 Manuela Rosalía Fernandez de Córdova Arteaga 
11 Juan Pablo Fernández Garzón 
12 Luis Fernando Fiallos Pazmiño 
13 Juan José Fierro Granados 
14 María Daniela García Freire 
15 Marcel Gross Pozo 
16 Efrén Ernesto Guerrero Salgado 
17 María Gabriela Hidalgo Fierro 
18 Julio César Lalama Galán 
19 Luis Alberto López Erazo 
20 Ana Gabriela Macas Díaz 

45%

55%

TWELFTH CLASS

Women

Men
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21 Nevil Antonio Montenegro Delgado 
22 DioniciaMonserrath Morocho Escandón 
23 María Cristina Muñoz Vallejo 
24 Magdalena María Nuñez Jaramillo 
25 Javier Tomás Pasaguay Laborde 
26 Andrés Fernando Piedra Calderón 
27 Oscar Ismael Ramirez Lama 
28 Andrés Gustavo Sierra Iglesias 
29 Diana Estefanía Tello Reinoso 
30 Iván Eduardo Torres Donoso 
31 Christian Alexander Valencia Camba 
32 Angel Gastón Velasquez Guevara 
33 Vicente Gabriel Villafuerte Mazano 
34 David Esteban Villagomez Arroyo 
35 Marco Antonio Villaroel Oviedo 
36 Patricio Xavier Villegas Hernández 
37 Gloria ShantalVilongneBermudez 

 

 

Women Men Total 
12 25 37 

32% 68% 100 
 

 

 

32%

68%

THIRTEENTH CLASS
2009 - 2010

Women

Men
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Annex 3 

3.1 Women who have participated in Diplomatic Negotiations 
 

• Marcela Aguiñaga: Minister of Environment,who attended theCancunsummiton 
climate change (El Hoy).  

• Dr. Karina Amaluisa: Head ofthe Commercial Office ofEcuadorin NewYork, who 
has served onvarioustrade fairs andconferenceson behalfof the country, one of 
which is theBusiness Expo"International Leather Fashion" (Ministerio de 
RelacionesExteriores, Comercio e Integración).  

• Dr. IvonneBaki: Representative of the Trading Commission of the Yasuni ITT 
Initiative (Yasuní-ITT Creaun Nuevo Mundo).  

• Susana Cabeza de Vaca: Executive of the Fulbright Commission in Ecuador. She 
made negotiations with Peru to streamline imports (El Espectador).  

• Nathalie Cely: Ambassador of Ecuador in the United States, she was part of the 
negotiations of the Free Trade Agreement with the United States in 2004 (Cely).  

• Lorena Escudero: She holds the position of National Secretariat for Migrants. She 
participated in the signing of the Agreement “Amigos de la SENAMI” in Italy, and 
also in the II Latin American Forum on Migrants and Development (Portal del 
MigranteEcuatoriano).  

• Katiuska King: FormerCoordinating Minister ofEconomic Policy, who joined the 
negotiating teamfor the Free Trade Agreement with the UnitedStates in 2004(King). 

• Nina Pacari: Former Minister of Foreign Relations during the mandate of President 
Lucio Gutiérrez, where she participated in the negotiations of Americas’ Free Trade 
Agreement.  

• María Elena Porras: She was Coordinator of Rights, International Relations Trade 
and Integration Ministry, Consul of Ecuador in Barcelona, Spain; and Director of 
the Institutional Memory Ministry since 2004 until 2006 (Ministerio de 
RelacionesExteriores, Comercio e Integración).  

• Lourdes Puma: Ambassador of Ecuador in Malaysia, she participated in the debate 
of foreign politics, Workshop of Policies and Strategies of Ecuadorian Trade with 
Asia, Africa and Oceania (Ministerio de RelacionesExteriores, Comercio e 
Integración). 

• Jeannette Sánchez: Coordinating Minister of Economic Policy, who drafted the 
Biennial Plan of Action of UNASUR, for which it was held serious of meetings for 
the final project (Desarrollosocial.gob.ec).  

• María Fernanda Espinosa: Current Minister of Coordinating Heritage and in 2007 
she was the Foreign Relations Minister, Trade and Integration (Ministerio de 
RelacionesExteriores, Comercio e Integración).  
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• María Isabel Salvador: She was also in charge of the Foreign Relations Ministry, 
she servedasforeign minister. Todayis therepresentative of Ecuadorin the 
Organization ofAmerican States(Ministerio de RelacionesExteriores, Comercio e 
Integración).  

 

 




